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DEAR READER,
Spring 2022 is right around the corner, and we are definitely looking forward to it. We have plenty of 
new products to meet consumers’ extensive demands. 

The new Mustang Connoisseur collection brings a brand-new burner solution to the market.. The bur-
ner structure has been modified so that it lets the flame burn across the whole burner. This makes the 
front section of the grilling area, which is conventionally less hot, hotter than usual, allowing you to grill 
food in the front section, as well. The infrared side cooker of the Connoisseur grills can also be used for 
grilling. The burner of the side cooker reaches a temperature of approximately 800 °C. When meat is 
cooked at such temperatures, the surface is quickly seared, keeping the meat moist and juicy.

Homemade pizza continues to be immensely popular. Mustang answers this demand by introducing 
two new pizza ovens, Vomero 16 and Dome. Also, the earlier models Vesuvio 12 and Napoli have under-
gone some technical improvements. Regarding pizza supplies, we are proud to say that we have the 
most extensive selection in this category too. We offer all the supplies you could want for making pizza. 

With this magazine, we are introducing a new term: “fire therapy.” This means relaxing by an open fire, 
and Mustang’s broad selection of fire pits provides great opportunities for it.

When browsing the stores, you may want to pick up Mustang’s new consumer brochures. In them, you 
can find excellent tips and recipes for grilling, creating pizzas, or even making smoked dishes. 

We wish you a pleasant and delicious  
barbecue spring and summer 2022.

EDITORIAL

Sami Sinisalo

Product manager, Tammer Brands Oy
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   ››  new
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Connoisseur
The versatile Connoisseur gas grill is  
a truly gourmet choice
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The grills in the Mustang Connoisseur range are 
jam-packed with new technical features. Their inf-
rared side cooker also serves as a grill. The cooker  

reaches a temperature of approximately 800 °C in a 
matter of seconds. When meat is cooked at such a 
temperature, the surface is quickly seared, keeping the 
meat moist and juicy. The so-called Maillard reaction, in 
which the proteins and sugars of the meat react to one 
another to create a beautiful dark-brown surface and an 
aromatic smell, happens very quickly. Seal the surfaces 
of the meat with it and then move the meat to the actual 
grill side to cook to the desired inner temperature. When 
the side cooker is used for boiling, its infrared radiation 
is unaffected by the wind, preventing it from reducing 
heat under the pot or pan. 

The structure of the main burners of the grill has been 
overhauled completely. A so-called Venturi pipe, in 
which liquid gas and air are combined into a suitably 
combustible mixture, has been attached to the center 
of the burner, enabling the flame to cover the whole bur-
ner. This makes the conventionally less hot front section 
of the grilling area hotter than usual, allowing you to grill 
food in the front section too. 

The right-hand side of the grilling area features a power 
burner that has more heating power than the other bur-
ners, making it possible to sear meat surfaces quickly or 
grill foods at higher temperatures. 

There is a separate round grate in the middle of the gril-
ling grates that can be replaced with any of various pro-
ducts in the Mustang Multigrill product selection. Use a 
cast iron grilling plate or a wok pan, or choose another 
accessory from the extensive Multigrill selection.

The structures of the grill, especially the structure of the 
lower cabinet, make it possible to keep the gas bottle in 
the cabinet while the grill is on. 

Multigrill accessories:  603435 cast iron pan,  
325036 cast irong grilling plate, 603438 cast iron wok pan,  327531 
cast iron pans (2 pc. set), 324710 chicken roaster, 298067 paella pan

Compatible with  
Multigrill accessories
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THE CONNOISSEUR COLLECTION product details on page 36

Connoisseur 4+1
613318

Connoisseur 3+1
613313

Connoisseur 5+1
613334

THE DOUBLE LID
AND BODY ARE IN
POWDER-COATED 
STEEL

THE CABINET 
UNDER THE GRILL IS 
APPROVED FOR A GAS 
CYLINDER

PIEZO IGNITION 
INTEGRATED INTO 
EACH CONTROL KNOB.

We present a top-quality, highly versatile gas grill with powerful infrared side burner and 
power burner for closing meat surfaces or otherwise high-power grilling. Thanks to the  
new design of the burners, the flame also burns at the front of the burners.  

In this way, it is possible to utilize the entire grilling area for efficient grilling.

Infrared side burner Power burner Multigrill grid

THE MUSTANG CONNOISSEUR RANGE OFFERS GRILLS 
WITH THREE, FOUR, OR FIVE BURNERS,  

AND EVERY GRILL FEATURES AN INFRARED SIDE 
COOKER AND A POWER BURNER. 

ALSO, ALL CONNOISSEUR GRILLS ARE  
COMPATIBLE WITH MULTIGRILL ACCESSORIES.
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Many of our gas and charcoal grills feature grilling 
grates with a separate round Ø 30 cm grate in the 
middle. This grate can be replaced with accesso-

ries selected from Mustang’s extensive Multigrill System 
selection. 

Whether you’re planning to make a pizza on the grill or 
quickly wok up some vegetables, the MGS is the solution. 
If you want to replace the grate with a grilling plate, the 
MGS selection has you covered. Or if you want to make 
some pancakes in a frying pan, the MGS selection fea-
tures a pan for the purpose. 

The MGS selection also features a paella pan, a chick-
en-cooking rack, and rectangular cast iron baking dish-
es. These accessories are not used to replace the round 
grate but placed directly on top of it. 

Mustang Sapphire grills have their own selection of ac-
cessories, with all these products being compatible also 
with other Mustang grills.

MAKE YOUR GRILL THE SUMMER KITCHEN OF  
YOUR DREAMS WITH MULTIGRILL ACCESSORIES

MGS 
stands for Multigrill System

Multigrill accessories: 325435 Sapphire Multigrill cast iron pot (7 L), 
316743 cast iron pan, 603434 cast iron grilling plate,  603438  
cast iron wok pan, 316871 pizza stone, 327531cast iron pans (2 pc. set)

SAPPHIRE`S OWN MULTIGRILL ACCESSORIES                   product details on pages 50-51
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Smash burgers
With the Mustang grill and accessories, 
you make mouth-watering burgers in no time
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Smash burgers have become hugely popular, and 
for good reason: they are so delicious! Use the 
Mustang grill and accessories to make mouth-wa-

tering burgers in no time.

A smash burger is based on a burger patty that is flattened 
onto the surface of a hot grilling plate. When the thin 

patty cooks in its own fat, a wonderfully crispy and tasty 
lacy edge is formed around it. To flatten the patty,  

you need a grill press, which can be found in Mustang’s 
broad product selection.

Add your toppings and cheese slices on top of the 
patty and cover the whole thing with a grilling dome. 
The cheese will melt and the patty will be cooked to 

completion quickly under the dome. Then, all you have  
to do is assemble the hamburger.

(Recipe for four)

Calories are not counted now

Mustang accessories: 324177 grill press, 604031 grill dome, 
316435 grill spatula SST, 325036 cast iron grilling plate

SMASH BURGERS

approx. 600 g ground beef /  
150 g per patty (fat content approx. 20%)

1 large red onion cut into thin rings

4 slices of Monterrey Jack and cheddar cheese

2 dl chili mayonnaise

4 burger buns (e.g., brioche or potato bun)

You need these to succeed:
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   ››  smash hit
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Set up your own 
pizzeria at home
The most delicious pizza is now made at home
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Mustang Napoli (328213) 

Mustang Napoli is a large and impressive-looking stainless-steel 
wood-burning pizza oven. It is a veritable king of the garden and 
every pizza enthusiast’s secret daydream. 

After the winter, Napoli returns to the market with a new de-
sign. The bottom part of the oven has been completely rede-
signed. Thanks to the new structure, the floor of the oven now 
consists of one level area. This makes it possible to bake pizzas 
directly on the oven floor. The door and the chimney of the oven 
have also received technical improvements. 

The shelf and the bottom level of the Napoli trolley are excel-
lently suited to storing firewood, eliminating the need for a sep-
arate rack for wood. The large side shelves of the trolley can be 
used for handling a pizza next to the oven. 

Mustang Vesuvio 12 (608192) 

Mustang Vesuvio 12 is a gas-operated pizza oven that satisfies 
your cravings quickly. Its 2 cm thick pizza stone stores heat and 
bakes perfectly crispy pizzas. Thanks to its thickness, the stone 
stays hot for a long time. This lets you you can bake one pizza after 
another in the Vesuvio oven without having to worry about reheat-
ing the stone. 

The U-shaped burner bakes the pizza from three sides simultane-
ously. Rotate the pizza a couple of times in the oven to make sure 
the crust is baked evenly. The burner is guaranteed to be powerful 
enough to work in winter conditions. The oven’s maximum tem-
perature is 500 °C, but you can bake your pizza at lower tempera-
tures. Don’t dawdle – your pizza will be ready in about 90 seconds!

Mustang Vomero 16 (610626)

A gas-operated tabletop pizza oven with a flame resembling that 
of a wood-burning pizza oven. Impossible? Not with Mustang 
Vomero 16. The oven has a very powerful burner on the right side, 
creating a sea of flames in the ceiling that cooks your pizza top-
pings in an instant. Normally, flames like this can only be achieved 
with a wood-burning pizza oven. 

Vomero’s 2 cm thick cordierite pizza stone stores heat and bakes 
perfectly crispy pizzas. Thanks to its thickness, the stone stays 
hot for a long time. This lets you you can bake one pizza after an-
other with Vomero without having to worry about reheating the 
stone. The temperature of the oven quickly rises to over 500 °C, 
cooking the pizza in an instant. You need to have quick hands as 
you rotate the pizza in the oven. 

Homemade pizza is currently at the peak of its popularity. Grocery stores are filled with delicious ingredients from 
around the world, from which skilled pizza enthusiasts are making pizzas that are taking social media by storm. 

Caputo flours are accompanied by a wide variety of other flours. It makes us happy to say that small-scale mills 
have seized this opportunity and begun to make their own flours for pizza. However, San Marzano tomatoes are yet to 
have a challenger. ‘Nduja (a salami-like paste made from fatty pork and chili paste) can be found in almost every grocery 
store. People no longer have to travel long distances to buy these pizza treats. 

NEW VERSION

NEW VERSION
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PIZZA product details on pages 54–59

Y ou should approach making the pizza dough 
with sufficient patience to have the desired 
end result. The longer the dough is allowed to 

rise,, the more flavor, air bubbles, and structure the 
dough will have.

A carefully prepared pizza dough can withstand han-
dling. The gluten in the dough makes sure that the 
base can be stretched to the desired size and shape. 
Start working on the pizza dough by covering the ta-
ble with flour. Also, put a good amount of flour on the 
dough ball, preferably durum or semolina. Start by 
pressing the middle of the dough ball toward the edg-
es with your fingers. Once your palms fit in the mid-
dle of the dough, you can start stretching it on the ta-
ble by pulling in opposite directions. The outer edge 
of the dough should remain untouched throughout 
the process. Otherwise, the crust can’t  rise properly 
during baking with all the air bubbles pressed out. Fi-
nally, you can lift the dough off the table on the back 
of your hands and stretch from the middle toward 
the edges a couple of times.

Mustang pizza accessories: 
612093 pizza stone, 612092 pizza stone rectangle, 611926 pizza dough rising 
box (L), 612123 pizza dough rising box (S) + lid, 611859 dough spatula

The widest range of accessories:
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Mustang Dome (610603)

Mustang Dome is a wood-burning 
pizza oven made from ceramic 
mullite clay. Many know mullite clay 
from Mustang Kamado grills. The clay 
withstands huge temperature changes and stores   
heat. A perfect combination for a pizza oven!

Burn wood evenly on the floor of the pizza oven until the oven is 
heated up. After that, move the embers to one side of the oven, and 
the oven is ready to bake some amazing pizzas. Place a log on top 
of the embers to create a flame as it burns. This flame will travel 
across the ceiling of the oven to the other side, where you bake 
your pizzas. The flame cooks the pizza toppings. The wood-burn-
ing oven gives your pizzas a wonderful smoky aroma. You can bake 
your pizzas directly on the floor of the Dome oven (provided that 
you carefully clean it of ashes) or on a separate pizza stone. Mus-
tang Dome comes with a long cleaning brush for cleaning the oven 
floor without having to worry about singeing your arm hairs. 

Mustang pizza-oven trolley (610604)

The Mustang pizza-oven trolley is designed to withstand high 
weights, making it an excellent accessory for the Dome piz-
za oven. It features fasteners that keep Dome in place as you 
move it. Of course, the trolley is excellently suited to smaller 
pizza ovens as well. 

Mustang pizza oven for gas grill (313247)

With this pizza oven, you can turn any gas grill (that the pizza 
oven fits) into a genuine pizza oven. The structure of the pizza 
oven is designed to absorb the heat of the gas grill and focus it 
into the pizza stone of the oven. When the thermometer of the 
gas grill shows a temperature of around 250 °C, the tempera-
ture inside the pizza oven will be close to 400 °C. The pizza 
stone of the oven gives you a crispy pizza crust, while heat re-
flected from the ceiling cooks the toppings. 

Mustang pizza kit (604024)

The Mustang pizza kit is the perfect choice for a novice pizzaiolo or 
an excellent gift, for example. The kit comes with a pizza spatula with 
a folding handle, a Ø 32 cm pizza stone and a rolling pizza-cutter.

Pizza-oven-cleaning brush (612116)

Pizza ovens and stones require regular cleaning. Extra flour has 
to be wiped off the stone to prevent it from burning on. Mustang’s 
pizza-oven-cleaning brush with a folding handle is made for pre-
cisely this purpose. It also features a scraper at the end, with which 
you can scrape off any tomato sauce that has splashed onto the 
pizza stone.
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PIZZA product details on pages 54–59

A wide variety of delicious pizza toppings can 
be found for many tastes and, in addition to 
traditional savory pizza, sweet dessert pizzas 

have emerged among pizza-makers.

For the dessert table:

Prepare the pizza dough and shape the pizza bases 
from the well-raised dough.

See our easy instructions  for pizza dough: mustang-grill.com/
en/recipes/pizza-dough-different-rising-times/

Bake only the pizza base in the Vesuvio or Vomero 
pizza oven for approx. 1–2 minutes, rotating them  
to guarantee even cooking. The temperature of the 
oven should be 420-450 °C. Check the temperature 
of the pizza oven with Mustang’s own infrared  
temperature gun. When the pizza bases are ready, 
pour some chocolate sauce on the base and add 
dollops of Mascarpone or vanilla ice cream.   
Garnish with fresh strawberries, make the flavor pop 
with a pinch of salt as a finishing touch, and enjoy! 

The widest range of accessories:

Mustang’s new pizza spatulas and cutter:  613115 pizza-cutter, 
612094 bamboo pizza spatula, 612121 turning peel (premium),  
614798 pizza spatula (premium),  605911 pizza spatula (long)

16
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Mustang pizza spatulas

To bake a perfect pizza, you need a pizza spatula for plac-
ing the pizza in the oven and taking it out. Mustang has an 
extensive range of pizza spatulas. The pizza spatula with 
a folding handle (274191) takes little storage space. Also, 
our spatula with a long handle (605911) has gained a lot 
of popularity. 

In the 2022 season, Mustang is introducing the premi-
um-range of pizza spatulas. These pizza spatulas have a 
coated and perforated surface. This significantly decreases  
problems with the pizza dough sticking to the spatula. 
Thanks to their beveled edge, the spatulas slide easily un-
der the pizza. The perforation also efficiently removes loose 
flour from the bottom of the pizza. The premium-range  
pizza spatulas are available in three widths, to suit differently  
sized pizza-oven doors and pizza stones. Widths are 30 cm  
(612118), 33 cm (614798), and 40 cm (615095).

The pizza must be rotated in the oven as it bakes, to guar-
antee even cooking. The best and easiest way to rotate a 
pizza inside the oven is to use a so-called rotating spatula.  
Mustang is now launching a premium pizza-rotating 
spatula (612121) with a Ø 18 cm peel. 

The Mustang bamboo pizza spatula (612094) is an ex-
cellent tool for handling a pizza. You can use it not only to 
place pizzas in the oven and take them out but also as a 
cutting board and a striking serving dish. 

Digital pizza scale (615272)

Delicious dessert pizza

Dough spatula (611859)

Mustang rising boxes (S 612123, M 612122, L 611926) 

Making a pizza dough is an art. For a perfect dough, the 
required rising times depend on whether you let the 
dough rise quickly in a warm environment or slowly at a 
cooler temperature.  Both methods are correct.

The dough needs a container for rising. Mustang is intro-
ducing rising boxes designed for this purpose. They are 
made from food-grade plastic, meaning that you can ap-
ply olive oil to them without having to worry about harm-
ful compounds being released from the plastic into the 
pizza dough. Also, the corners of the boxes are rounded 
to prevent the dough from sticking to them. 

These rising boxes are available in three sizes. The size S 
rising box (612123) is intended for one large dough ball or 
two smaller ones. The size M rising box (612122) comes 
with a lid and can easily hold 12–15 dough balls, depend-
ing on their size. Boxes in the M size class can be stacked 
on top of one another. The size L rising box (611926) con-
sists of two stackable boxes and a lid. With this combina-
tion, you can already run a small pizzeria. 

The S and M rising boxes fit in a normal household fridge. 
The L box requires a larger fridge or a cold room. All the ris-
ing boxes are suitable for other food-storage purposes too.

Mustang dough spatula (611859)

With the Mustang dough spatula, you can easily turn and 
chop your pizza dough or lift risen dough balls out of the 
rising box. The spatula is suitable for other baking-related 
purposes also. 
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In addition to perfect pizzas, you can use the 
pizza oven to cook vegetables, steaks, bread, 
buns, pies, and virtually anything that requires 

a high temperature.

Napoli is an excellent oven for cooking other foods 
as well. Napoli and Dome can fit larger cast iron 
pans and pots. How does a Dutch oven bread with 
a slight smoke aroma sound? Or how about Italian- 
style meatballs in tomato sauce or slowly braised 
mutton shanks?

Mustang Vesuvio 12 and Vomero 16 are not just 
simple pizza ovens. Just as the Napoli and Dome 
models, Vesuvio and Vomero can be used for 
other types of cooking as well. Just replace the 
pizza stone in the pizza oven with a griddle pan 
(316743) and the oven becomes ideal for frying 
steaks and vegetables.

PIZZA product details on pages 54–59

Mustang Multigrill pots and pans: 
325435 cast iron pot, 327531 cast iron pan set, 
603435 cast iron pan, 603438 cast iron wok pan 

The sky is the limit:
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Mustang infrared temperature gun (611808)

One of the most important tools of a pizza-maker is an  
infrared temperature gun. The temperature of the pizza oven 
and the pizza stone in particular must be measured, which 
is impossible without such a device. Mustang’s own infra-
red temperature gun displays temperatures up to 550 °C,  
making it one of the few devices capable of measuring  
the temperature inside a super-hot pizza oven.  The tem-
perature gun is also suitable for construction use, and you 
can use it for purposes such as measuring temperatures 
in the corners of your house if you suspect heat leaks.

Mustang cooling rack (611856)

Take the pizza out of the oven and place it on the cooling 
rack for a moment. This will cool down the crust, prevent-
ing the tomato sauce from making it soggy. Of course, the 
best way to prevent a soggy crust is to eat the pizza right 
away. The diameter of the Mustang cooling rack is 32 cm.

Mustang pizza-cutters (604021, 613115)

After baking, you need to cut your pizza into slices before 
putting it in your mouth. Mustang offers two pizza-cutters, 
of different styles. You can choose the style you prefer.

The rolling pizza-cutter has a Ø 9 cm blade. The knife-
style pizza cutter features a wooden handle that gives 
you a firm grip. Wash only by hand.

Mustang pizza stones

Mustang has a wide selection of pizza stones, in various siz-
es, to suit every need. Made of cordierite, the pizza stones 
store heat well and give you a crispy crust. The selection 
features round Ø 30 cm, Ø 32 cm, Ø 35 cm, and Ø 42 cm 
pizza stones, as well as a rectangular 30 x 38 cm stone.

Infrared temperature gun (611808)

Roller-based pizza-cutter (604021) 

Cooling rack (611856)

Mustang digital scales (615272) (611861)

A perfect pizza dough requires measuring all the ingredi-
ents precisely. Mustang’s product selection features two 
scales for this purpose. The digital pizza scale (615272) 
is the perfect choice for a pizza-maker. It has two sepa-
rate measurement areas. The smaller area is intended 
for high-precision measurements. Its measuring range 
of 0.01–500 g is suited particularly well to measuring dry 
yeast. The measuring range of the larger area is 0.5 g–5 kg,  
intended for measuring flour and water. Of course, the 
use of the scale is not limited to measuring pizza dough  
ingredients. The scale is suitable for measuring any cooking  
ingredients. The Mustang kitchen scale (611861) is highly  
suitable for measuring flour and water for making a pizza 
or other dough. Its measuring range is 2 g–5 kg. The scale 
is suitable also for measuring other cooking ingredients.
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MUSTANG´S ENTIRE PRODUCT RANGE: 

BEGINNING ON PAGE 36 AND AT 

mustang-grill.com/en

   ››  togetherness
GRILLAUSYLIVOIMAA

Mustang

Fire therapy
stunning outdoor fires in the  
privacy of your own backyard

20
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A striking  new outdoor grill for the 2022 season:  
Mustang Malibu (613141) is suitable for both cooking 
and enjoying the magic and warmth of fire. The grill com-
bines a stylish appearance with practical cooking. The  
Ø 90 cm stainless-steel grilling grate waits for food to be 
cooked. If you want to just enjoy fire and heat, you can 
remove the grate. The legs of the grill are adjustable. At a 
60 cm height, the grill works excellently as a fire pit, but 
when you add extensions to the legs, the height increases 
to 90 cm, which is greatly advantageous for grilling. Most  
Mustang Multigrill accessories fit the round hole of 
the grilling grate. You can also watch the flames dance 
through the Mustang logo.

Mustang Oakdale (601849) is packed with style and 
attitude. The middle of its stainless-steel grilling grate 
features a round hole waiting for Mustang Multigrill  
accessories. Oakdale also serves as an impressive fire 
pit. The legs can be adjusted in accordance with the 
intended use. The flames dancing behind the laser-cut 
Mustang logo make for great social-media pictures. 

Mustang Pavilion (603419) truly catches the eye and 
generates atmosphere. Its appearance features a dash 
of eastern mystique. 

The Pavilion unit’s side walls serve as a spark shield,  
preventing sparks from reaching the surroundings. You 
can enjoy the atmosphere safely. You can also grill some-
thing to snack on while enjoying the atmosphere. Pavilion  
is excellently suited to cooking as well. It comes with a 
Ø 30 cm cast iron grate that can be set to either of two 
convenient heights inside the fire pit. 

The Mustang Livingston (602176) fire pit is simply 
gorgeous. The large fire pit allows you to relax beside an 
impressive campfire. The spark shield holds hot chips 
safely inside.

The Mustang Livingston has a large 74 cm grilling grid 
for easy cooking on summer evenings and holidays. The 
elevated fire pit is easy to position solidly in the garden 
or by the water beside a summer cabin.

W hat could be more relaxing than sitting by a fire at dusk and staring at the flames? There is something mystical and 
magical about fire. It attracts us so strongly we may not even notice how much time has passed as we have been 
enjoying the moment. You can create this magical moment in your backyard with Mustang outdoor grills, fire pits,  

and fire baskets. Our extensive selection features products that are suitable for relaxation and cooking alike.
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Take the steaks out of the refrigerator roughly one hour before 
grilling. Prepare the spiced butter. Microwave the butter for 
approx. 10–15 seconds to soften it slightly. Mix in chopped 
garlic, thyme, and a pinch of black pepper.

Heat the grill. Grill the chanterelles, asparagus or broccoli, and 
tomatoes for approx. 5 minutes, turning occasionally. You can 
season the vegetables with salt and pepper toward the end of 
cooking. Coating with melted spiced butter also adds a nice touch.

Depending on their thickness and the desired doneness, grill  the 
steaks for approx. 1–3 minutes per side and season with salt and 
pepper. You can spread spiced butter onto  the steaks toward the 
end of grilling or complete the dish with butter on the plate.

STEAKS WITH SPICED BUTTER

approx. 200 g of beef per diner  
( sirloin steak or fillet, entrecote, etc.)
200 g baby asparagus or broccolini

200 g mini truss tomatoes 
200 g fresh chanterelle mushrooms

oil for cooking

Fire baskets have become highly 
popular across Scandinavia
They are particularly suitable for winter use. What better 
way to welcome your guests than with an open fire burning 
in an impressive fire basket on both sides of the path in your 
yard? You could call them modern Swedish torches.   
Mustang Fresno (612477) and Mustang Redding (612476) 
are fire baskets designed especially for this purpose.

Let’s eat out –
a gourmet dinner for four by the outdoor fire

Grill pan with folding handle (263796)

Fire basket Fresno (612477)

150 g butter
1 clove of garlic

2 tbsp chopped thyme
a pinch of black pepper

Note: If you use fire baskets in 
summer, please note that the 
open structure will cause hot as-
hes to fall to the ground. Use only 
on heat-resistant ground.

22
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The Mustang Easton (604327) fire pit is a versatile 
solution. The grilling grid features an opening for Multigrill 
 accessories. Mustang Easton is like the fire pits at lean-
tos, guaranteeing the perfect camping atmosphere in 
your own yard. This impressive open fire pit is easy to 
use all year round at home or at a summer house.

The Mustang Lemoore (603991) fire pit is a robust fire 
pit for the yard or garden. This fire pit can be used with 
wood, coals, and briquettes.

This fire pit allows you to enjoy atmospheric moments 
just like those at a real campfire but safer. The stylishly 
simple fire pit is slightly raised from the ground so that 
its hot base is not in contact with the surface below. Al-
ways make sure your fire pit is placed on a non-combus-
tible surface.

The Mustang Del Ray (604344) is a low-key, modern  
fire pit for stylish grilling. The fire pit has a removable  
56 cm grilling grid for the easy cooking of vegetables  
and sausages to your liking.

The Mustang Del Ray fire pit is slightly raised off the 
ground, so its base cannot damage the decking or  
paving below. This means that the fire pit is a perfect fit 
for decks and gardens. You’ll love to spend time around 
this fire pit enjoying delicious food or just admiring the 
flames.

A campfire in your own yard!

The Mustang Pasadena (613149) is a modern-feel stylish 
fire pit. The outer shell looks like concrete but is actually 
made from magnesia. The material is light but extremely 
heat-resistant. Therefore, Pasadena is very easy to move 
around. 

It comes with a Ø 43 cm grilling grate, enabling you to use 
the embers for cooking as well. When you place a spark 
shield on top of the flames, you do not have to worry about 
sparks entering the surroundings. 
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Butcher paper
You prepare succulent and successful BBQ  
treats with Mustang grills and accessories

W hen barbecuing meat with hot smoke 
at low temperatures for a very long 
time, you have be sure that the meat 

does not dry out while cooking. Solution for this 
is the Mustang’s butcher paper (607766), 
which is food-grade kraft paper. The barbe-
cued meat is wrapped with this paper near 
the end of the cooking process. Butcher paper 
keeps the meat moist while also preventing 
grease and liquids from dripping into the grill. 
Unlike aluminum foil, the paper is permeated 
by smoke, which continues to flavor the food 
as it cooks.

   ››  succulent taste
GRILLAUSYLIVOIMAA
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on the road  ‹‹  
GRILLAUSYLIVOIMAA

The Mustang Trek charcoal grill (325421) has gained 
popularity among campers and fishing aficionados. The 
generous grill surface allows you to cook a meal for a larger 
group of people. Thanks to the foldable legs, the grill doesn’t 
take much storage space. The grill comes with a practical  
storage bag. Here is a grill that you can bring along wherever 
you go.

It’s self-explanatory! The Mustang Travel charcoal grill 
(602077) is easy to use and store. You don’t have to think 
twice about bringing it along on your trips. What else could 
you wish for? no-tool assembly, stainless steel, and a large 
grill surface. The grill comes with a practical storage bag. 
Grilling on the road has never been this easy.

Everyone likes a trailer tourist! Especially when you have 
this Mustang Caravan gas grill (602132) and delicious 
BBQ food. This tabletop gas grill is easy to bring along on a 
trailer or boat trip. Thanks to the foldable legs and side ta-
bles, the grill doesn’t take much space. The side tables give 
you more space to prepare your meal. This grill is easy to 
use and quick to set up.

Grills  
for travel
Grill in style! Mustang Nomad (273378) is a small but 
powerful portable gas grill. You can always grill in style on 
the road. This portable grill is not only elegant to look at 
but also practical to use. It has a sturdy handle and a bam-
boo cover that doubles as a cutting board or a serving tray. 
Hold an elegant party in a park or cook a delicious meal on 
the road. You can store the grill in the handy storage bag.

Novelty of the 2022 season is the Mustang wall rack for 
the Nomad gas grill (613150), which allows you to set 
the grill itself on a terrace, on a patio, or even in a boat. 
Warranty: 1 year.
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   ››  tips
GRILLAUSYLIVOIMAA

Succeed 
at grilling
Useful tips for enjoyable grilling

With a gas grill that has multiple burners, 
you can make use of direct and indirect 
grilling. In general, smaller and softer 

foods are grilled in direct heat. Indirect grilling is 
usually applied for large food items that need lon-
ger grilling, such as full roasts, chicken, and fish. 
Indirect grilling is also used for preparing pieces of 
meat that have been seared through direct heat.  

Settings for direct grilling

Indirect-grilling settings

OFF OFF
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Cleaning is next to godliness

The grilling plate cleaning pad with water tank (612117) 
is a new product for the 2022 season. Spray some water 
from the tank onto a warm plate; the vaporizing water will 
remove dirt efficiently. 

The second new product introduced for the 2022 season 
is the microfiber cloth (611876), which is very efficient in 
fighting dirt when combined with the grill-cleaning fluid.  
Use the cleaning cloths to wipe the outside surfaces of 
the grill efficiently. 

A third new product introduced for the 2022 season is  the  
biodegradable cleaner fluid for grill grids and grilling 
plates (616839). The product is suitable also  for cleaning 
other grill surfaces inside the fire box and grilling accessories. 
The fluid is effective in loosening greases and food residues. 
It is suitable also for stainless steel and works well for  vertical 
surfaces.This product boasts the Finnish Key Flag Symbol.

We guarantee that we have the most comprehensive selec-
tion of grill-cleaning brushes. There is an option for everyone.

Protecting the grill and its surroundings

Nothing deflates the mood like pollen covering your grill 
or a little message left behind by a bird. Protect your grill 
with a cover, and keep it clean and ready to use. 

Protect your deck from grease and marinade splashing 
from the grill with a Mustang grill mat placed under your 
grill. The fire-resistant mat can also be used under a char-
coal grill. If hot ash or a spark falls on the mat, it will go out 
without setting fire to the mat.

Grilling is very easy and relaxing once you keep a 
few rules in mind and make use of these general  
grilling instructions:

• The grill must heat up properly. Once the grids are suf-
ficiently hot, food sticks to them less and the foods get a 
proper grilled surface.

• Do not grill with dirty supplies. Old marinades and food 
scraps easily stick to the grid and the food. Clean the grill 
and the grids after each use. This way, they are ready for 
the next grilling session.

The grill grid and the grilling plate are cleaned by burning 
any grease, marinade, and leftover food to ashes. Let the 
grill cool down, and clean with a grill-cleaning brush.

• Grill with the hood closed as often as possible. When 
you grill with the hood closed, the grill’s temperature 
does not decrease unnecessarily, and grilling is quicker.

• Flip the meats as little as possible; once is sufficient. When 
the food is allowed to cook slowly on the grill/grid, it gets a 
nicely seared surface.

• Use a thermometer! If you grill the food for too long, the 
food will become dry and lose its flavor. You can achieve 
the best results if you also get a meat thermometer.

• Let the meat rest for 10–20 minutes before cutting/
serving it. While the meat sits, its temperature becomes 
more even, and the juices do not flow out excessively 
when you cut the meat.

Grill-cleaning brush with water tank (612117)

BBQ cleaning brush Triple (286924)

Mustang accessories:  
303779 grill mat, 611876 microfiber cloth, 329142 click-on low-pressure regulator 
set, 108987 side valve low-pressure regulator set, 298604 grill-cleaning set 

You will succeed with these 
products on this page:
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Chef Oskari Lahti & Calle Svane

Our Mustang faces: Oscar and Calle

In Finland, chef Oskari Lahti has been behind production 
of social-media content, delighting his followers with 
videos and recipes. Oskari, who has already become fa-
miliar to many from YouTube, has in his unique jovial way 
brought various grilling and other professional cooking 
methods to consumers via Mustang’s social media.

Since the beginning of 2022, social-media operations 
have been even more prominent, and, in consequence, 
Oskari has been a full-time member of the Mustang team. 
He has taken over the production of social media in Mus-
tang even even more strongly both in Finland and through 
the new English-language social-media channels, where 
he will continue to create food videos and photos. 

In addition to these, he is involved in the design of the visual  
appearance and communication of various media channels  
and in an important role as their implementer. Interaction 
with followers will be another of his areas of focus. 

You can also meet Oskari at trade fairs, PR events, and 
various grill-themed events at Mustang’s booth.

Introducing Mustang’s social-media influencers

Mustang has been highly active on various social-media channels for a few years now. Social media-followers have  
enjoyed, one after another, more delicious grilling pictures and videos both in Finland and in our neighboring country 
Sweden. In 2022, operations were further streamlined, and, for example, new English-language channels were opened.

If you want to see who chef Oskari is outside his duties, you can 
follow his personal Instagram account        @chefslife247
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Chef Oskari Lahti & Calle Svane
Introducing Mustang’s social-media influencers

In Sweden, passionate griller Calle Svane has been be-
hind production of social-media content. He has made 
Mustang familiar to our neighboring country with his 
own work and inspired consumers there - for example, 
to make the perfect smash burger.

Calle is a police officer who loves to explore the gastro-
nomic world in his spare time. He enjoys cooking - espe-
cially grilling. Calle has been part of the Mustang team 
for a few years now and has been influential in social 
media from the sunny west coast of Sweden.

In 2022, Calle will continue his happy attitude to produc-
ing Swedish social-media content with various food vid-
eos and images, along with other current updates. Inter-
action with followers will be another focus of his efforts. 

You may find the active Calle in his spare time also in the 
summer on a motorcycle or in the winter on a hockey 
break with his friends.

Follow us 
on social 
media!English-language channelsFinnish-language channels Swedish-language channels

social media  ‹‹  
GRILLAUSYLIVOIMAA

If you want to see who Calle Svane is outside his duties, you can 
follow his personal Instagram account        @calle_svane

Grillaa MustangillaGrillaMedMustang
@mustanggrill_sverige

GrillWithMustang 
@mustanggrill_global

GrillaaMustangilla
@mustanggrill
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   ››  customer benefits
GRILLAUSYLIVOIMAA

Active 
brand marketing
boosts your sales

 
Mustang boasts a convenient range of grills and grilling accessories that is being constantly 

updated, and to which innovative new ideas are being added every year. Mustang offers 
its distributors a comprehensive range of marketing channels and Finnish- and English-

language product support to help with sales.

We take care of brand marketing on your behalf!

GOOGLE ADS – TO BOOST YOUR SALES

Our goal is to influence consumer behavior and our brand image by conducting effective Google Ads 
campaigns. We will research the search-engine trends of consumers interested in grills and grilling, 
and we will build ads based on that research. We will take advantage of all Google Ads opportunities: 
SEM, display ads, re-marketing, and targeted video marketing.

Most consumers search for information online before making a purchase decision.  
We will reach the consumer at the right moment.

A MULTILINGUAL WEB SITE 

The Mustang Web site is built to support and serve customers and our resellers. In addition, it sup-
ports the Google Ads campaigns we do. In addition, the product Web site has the best grilling tips and  
the most delicious recipes.               mustang-grill.com/en  

PRODUCT SUPPORT

Mustang’s own customer-service staff will support you in your own customer-service work. You can 
contact Consumer Service if you receive difficult complaints, need spare parts, or have questions about 
how products work.
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Active 
brand marketing
boosts your sales

 

STYLISH MARKETING MATERIAL FOR YOUR ADVERTISING

You can download high-resolution product images and inspiring pictures giving the right vibes via 
our Web store at tammerbrands24h.fi.  You do not need store user IDs to download the images and 
product information.

Upon login to the Web store, you have possibility to download ready-to-use images for your social media.

 

THE WORLD’S BEST USER MANUAL

You can download the product manuals for your use at our Web store at  
tammerbrands24h.fi or from the Mustang Web site: mustang-grill.com/en

ACTIVE SOCIAL-MEDIA CHANNELS

Social media represent a powerful medium in which Mustang engages in strong investment.

• Videos of product demonstrations and instructions for successful grilling.
• Inspirational pictures of the products, grilling, and in-store displays.
• Delicious recipes and grilling tips from Mustang’s own chef Oscar.
• Cooperation with the association Pizzanpaistajat ry, of which Mustang is  
   a member. (The purpose of this body, which was behind the pizza boom  
   in Finland, is to develop the pizza hobby in Finland.)
• Monthly raffles in which followers can win great products for grilling.

See the latest
product videos and 

inspiring videos giving  
the right vibes directly 

from YouTube or the 
TB24h Web store!

GrillaaMustangilla
@mustanggrill

GrillWithMustang 
@mustanggrill_global

Grillaa Mustangilla

GrillaMedMustang
@mustanggrill_sverige
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   ››  customer benefits
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Eye-catching in-store 
displays and  

marketing materials
 

By investing in your display, you will improve sales for your whole product group. 
Take advantage of our ready-to-use in-store marketing materials. We offer in-store 
marketing materials for various needs. Contact our sales team, and we will design 

the Mustang store display to fit your needs.

You can order the logo signs via our webstore.

In-store logo signs
120 x 30 cm   299869            
90 x 30 cm     295729
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Eye-catching in-store 
displays and  

marketing materials

INSPIRING CONSUMER BROCHURES

Order ready-to-use barbecue, pizza, and smoking-related consumer brochures and a suitable stand 
for them from our Web store. The A5-size brochures are full of Mustang inspirational images, tips, and 
recipes for cooking and grilling.

Jaettu ruoka on kaksinkertainen ilo – Jaa oma grillauskuvasi tunnisteella #grillaamustangilla

GRILLAUSYLIVOIMAA

SAVUSTUS
Electronicilla
et voi epäonnistua

Hyvää ruokaa  
loimuttamalla

Täydelliset yhdessä:
Kylmäsavustettu

kala & juusto 

Mausta eri puulajien  
savustuspuruilla

Jaettu ruoka on kaksinkertainen ilo – Jaa oma grillauskuvasi tunnisteella #grillaamustangilla

GRILLAUSYLIVOIMAA

PIZZA

Onnistu pizzataikinassa Katso vinkit ja ohjeet

Herkullisimmat pizzat paistetaan nyt kotona!

MONIPUOLINEN  PIZZAUUNI

Kat
so pizzauunin

m

onet käyttökohte
et

Jaettu ruoka on kaksinkertainen ilo – Jaa oma grillauskuvasi tunnisteella #grillaamustangilla

GRILLAUS

GRILLAUSYLIVOIMAA

Connoisseur
Herkuttelijan valinta

Nyt grillataan 

  avotulella

Smash Burger 
on nyt kaikkien 

huulilla
Pizzaa 

kaasugrillistä

Consumer Brochure Set
(incl. barbecue, pizza, and smoking brochures)

Order in Finnish   621875

Order in English   621876

Order in Swedish  621877

Brochure  
stand  
621874

Examples of store displays on customer premises.
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THE WIDEST  
GRILLING SELECTION 

2022

• OVER 40 GRILLS
• MORE THAN 40 SMOKING PRODUCTS

• 15 OUTDOOR FIRE PITS
• 160 GRILLING ACCESSORIES

34
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burners power grilling area

THE WIDEST GRILLING SELECTION

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO MAKE CHANGES.

grilling novelties  
of the season

NEW
easy presentation  

in the store 
DISPLAY
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GAS GRILLS

Mustang

Gas grill Connoisseur 5+1 

An extremely versatile high-quality gas grill with a powerful infrared side 
cooker and power burner for searing meat surfaces or grilling at higher 
temperatures. Thanks to the new structure of the burners, the flame also 
burns at the front of the burners. This allows you to use the entire grilling 
area for efficient barbequing. Compatible with Multigrill accessories. 
Colour: black. Side cooker 4,0 kW. Working pressure 30 mbar. 602303 Grill 
cover L 180 x 60 x 100 cm, sold separately. Warranty 10 years.

613334
1  / 3gR4;:>16SEGGGHLR

4 x 3 ,5 kW+ 
1 x 4,0 kW

Grill size: 163 x 61 x 115 cm
Main burners: 5+1

Grilling area: 96 x 46 cm
Grilling grid: 4 x 23,5 x 45 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 91 x 14,5 cm, enameled steel wire

Mustang

Gas grill Connoisseur 4+1 

An extremely versatile high-quality gas grill with a powerful infrared side 
cooker and power burner for searing meat surfaces or grilling at higher 
temperatures. Thanks to the new structure of the burners, the flame also 
burns at the front of the burners. This allows you to use the entire grilling 
area for efficient barbequing. Compatible with Multigrill accessories. 
Colour: black. Side cooker 4,0 kW. Working pressure 30 mbar. 602301 Grill 
cover M 152 x 54 x 95 cm, sold separately. Warranty 10 years.

613318
1  / 3gR4;:>16SEGGELLR

3 x 3,5 kW+ 
1 x 4,0 kW

Grill size: 139 x 61 x 115 cm
Main burners: 4+1

Grilling area: 72 x 46 cm
Grilling grid: 3 x 23,5 x 45 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 67 x 14,5 cm, enameled steel wire

Mustang

Gas grill Connoisseur 3+1 

An extremely versatile high-quality gas grill with a powerful infrared side 
cooker and power burner for searing meat surfaces or grilling at higher 
temperatures. Thanks to the new structure of the burners, the flame also 
burns at the front of the burners. This allows you to use the entire grilling 
area for efficient barbequing. Compatible with Multigrill accessories. 
Colour: black. Side cooker 4,0 kW. Working pressure 30 mbar. 602300 Grill 
cover S 130 x 46 x 90 cm, sold separately. Warranty 10 years.

613313
1  / 3gR4;:>16SEGGEGGR

2 x 3,5 kW+ 
1 x 4,0 kW

Grill size: 127 x 61 x 115 cm
Main burners: 3+1

Grilling area: 60 x 46 cm
Grilling grid: 2 x 23,5 x 45 cm + 1 x 12 x 45 cm, 
matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 55 x 14,5 cm, enameled steel wire

NEW

NEW

NEW
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GAS GRILLS

Mustang

Gas grill Sapphire 5+1+1 

Create your own grilling experience with the 
modern and top-quality Sapphire gas grill and 
its diverse range of accessories. As a special 
feature, the Sapphire gas grill has a powerful ring 
burner integrated into the grill. The integrated 
ring burner combined with the Multigrill 
accessories guarantee truly versatile cooking. 
The main burners are U burners that guarantee 
an exceptionally even heat. Three U burners are 
equal to six regular burners. Colour: grey/black. 
Side cooker 3,1 kW. Working pressure 30 mbar. 
605794 Grill cover XL 215 x 75 x 110 cm, sold 
separately. Warranty 10 years.

325424
1  / 2

gR4;:>13SFIHFHHR

4 x 3,4 kW + 
1 x  5,0 kW

Grill size: 204 x 66 x 118 cm
Main burners: 5+1+1
Rear burners: 1 x 3,7 kW

Grilling area: 120 x 48 cm
Grilling grid: 5 x 20,5 x 47,5 cm matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 47,5 x 12 cm, matte enameled cast iron

Mustang

Gas grill Sapphire 4+1 

Create your own grilling experience with the 
modern and top-quality Sapphire gas grill and 
its diverse range of accessories. As a special 
feature, the Sapphire gas grill has a powerful ring 
burner integrated into the grill. The integrated 
ring burner combined with the Multigrill 
accessories guarantee truly versatile cooking. 
The main burners are U burners that guarantee 
an exceptionally even heat. Three U burners are 
equal to six regular burners. Colour: grey/black. 
Side cooker 3,1 kW. Working pressure 30 mbar. 
602303 Grill cover L 180 x 60 x 100 cm, sold 
separately. Warranty 10 years.

325423
1  / 2

gR4;:>13SFIHFGKR

3 x 3,4 kW + 
1 x 5,0 kW

Grill size: 179 x 59 x 117 cm
Main burners: 3+1

Grilling area: 97 x 48 cm
Grilling grid: 4 x 23,5 x 47,5 cm matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 47,5 x 12 cm, matte enameled cast iron
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GAS GRILLS

Mustang

Gas grill Carmel 4+1 

The impressive and handsome Carmel gas grill for high-quality grilling.  
Carmel is a large and powerful gas grill for the heavy user. Colour: grey.  
Side cooker 2,9 kW. Working pressure 30 mbar. 602300 Grill cover S  
130 x 46 x 90 cm, sold separately. Warranty 2 years.

324168
1  / 3gR4;:>13SFHEJLLR

4 x 3,2 kWGrill size: 137 x 57 x 108 cm
Main burners: 4+1

Grilling area: 64 x 42 cm
Grilling grid: 1 x 32 x 42 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 62,5 x 12 cm, 430 stainless steel
Grilling plate: 1 x 32 x 42 cm, matte enameled cast iron

Mustang

Gas grill Carmel 6+1 

The impressive and handsome Carmel gas grill for high-quality grilling. 
Carmel is a large and powerful gas grill for the heavy user. Colour: grey. 
Side cooker 2,9 kW. Working pressure 30 mbar. 602303 Grill cover L  
180 x 60 x 100 cm, sold separately. Warranty 2 years.

324169
1  / 3gR4;:>13SFHEJMIR

6 x 3,2 kWGrill size: 170 x 57 x 108 cm
Main burners: 6+1

Grilling area: 96 x 42 cm
Grilling grid: 2 x 32 x 42 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 94,5 x 12 cm, 430 stainless steel
Grilling plate: 1 x 32 x 42 cm, matte enameled cast iron

Mustang

Gas grill Gourmet 4+1 Blue 

The diverse grilling options offered by the high-quality Mustang Gourmet 
collection ensure a successful end result. The stylish design of the Gourmet 4+1 
Blue can be converted into a versatile summer kitchen with Multigrill accessories. 
The Gourmet is the grill for the true gastronome. An enameled grill – durable and 
does not rust in the salty sea air. Colour: blue/grey. Side cooker 3,2 kW. Working 
pressure 30 mbar. 602301 Grill cover M 152 x 54 x 95 cm, sold separately. Warranty 
2 years.

601732
1  / 2gR4;:>16SDEKGFKR

4 x 3,5 kWGrill size: 150 x 61 x 120 cm
Main burners: 4+1

Grilling area: 74 x 43 cm
Grilling grid: 2  x 37 x 43 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 70 x 15 cm, enameled steel wire
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GAS GRILLS

Mustang

Gas grill Gourmet 4+1 

The stylishly designed Gourmet is the grill for the true gastronome! It can 
be converted into a versatile summer kitchen with Multigrill accessories. 
Side cooker 3,2 kW. Working pressure 30 mbar. 602301 Grill cover M  
152 x 54 x 95 cm, sold separately. Warranty 2 years.

313562
1  / 2gR4;:>13SEGIJFLR

4 x 3,5 kWGrill size: 150 x 61 x 120 cm
Main burners: 4+1

Grilling area: 74 x 43,5 cm
Grilling grid: 2 x 37 x 43,5 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 70 x 15 cm, enameled steel wire

Mustang

Gas grill Gourmet 3+1 

The stylishly designed Gourmet is the grill for the true gastronome! It can be 
converted into a versatile summer kitchen with Multigrill accessories. Colour: 
black/stainless steel/grey. Side cooker 3,2 kW. Working pressure 30 mbar. 
602301 Grill cover M 152 x 54 x 95 cm, sold separately. Warranty 2 years.

313561
1  / 4gR4;:>13SEGIJEER

3 x 3,5 kWGrill size: 140 x 61 x 120 cm
Main burners: 3+1

Grilling area: 62,5 x 43,5 cm
Grilling grid: 2 x 31 x 43,5 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 60 x 15 cm, enameled steel wire
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GAS GRILLS

Mustang

Gas grill Clarksville 6+1 black 

The Clarksville is a large and powerful gas grill with six burners and a side 
cooker for the heavy user. Colour: black. Side cooker 3,2 kW. Working 
pressure 30 mbar. 602303 Grill cover L 180 x 60 x 100 cm, sold separately. 
Warranty 2 years.

316381
1  / 3gR4;:>13SEJGLEFR

6 x 3,2 kWGrill size: 154 x 56 x 110 cm
Main burners: 6+1

Grilling area: 88 x 41,5 cm
Grilling grid: 2 x 29 x 41,5 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 73,5 x 14 cm, 430 stainless steel
Grilling plate: 1 x 29 x 41,5 cm, matte enameled cast iron

Mustang

Gas grill Clarksville 6+1 SST 

The Clarksville is a large and powerful gas grill for the heavy user. Colour: 
stainless steel/black. Side cooker 3,2 kW. Working pressure 30 mbar. 
602303 Grill cover L 180 x 60 x 100 cm, sold separately. Warranty 2 years.

312858
1  / 3gR4;:>13SEFLILGR

6 x 3,2 kWGrill size: 154 x 54 x 110 cm
Main burners: 6+1

Grilling area: 88 x 41,5 cm
Grilling grid: 2 x 28,5 x 41,5 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 85 x 14 cm, 430 stainless steel
Grilling plate: 1 x 31,5 x 41,5 cm, matte enameled cast iron
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GAS GRILLS

Mustang

Gas grill Nashville 4+1 black 

A stylish, medium-sized gas grill with four burners and a side cooker. 
Colour: black. Side cooker 3,2 kW. Working pressure 30 mbar. 602300 
Grill cover S 130 x 46 x 90 cm, sold separately. Warranty 2 years.

286943
1  / 6gR4;:>12SLJMHGFR

4 x 3,2 kWGrill size: 130 x 54 x 111 cm
Main burners: 4+1

Grilling area: 64 x 41,5 cm
Grilling grid: 1 x 31,5 x 41,5 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 61 x 14 cm, 430 stainless steel wire
Grilling plate: 1 x 31,5 x 41,5 cm, matte enameled cast iron

Mustang

Gas grill Louisville 4+1 SST 

Rosterinen kaasugrilli neljällä polttimella ja sivukeittimellä. Colour: 
stainless steel/black. Side cooker 3,2 kW. Working pressure 30 mbar. 
602300 Grill cover S 130 x 46 x 90 cm, sold separately. Warranty 2 years.

312859
1  / 6gR4;:>13SEFLIMDR

4 x 3,2 kWGrill size: 130 x 54 x 110 cm
Main burners: 4+1

Grilling area: 64 x 41,5 cm
Grilling grid: 1 x 31,5 x 41,5 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 61 x 14 cm, 430 stainless steel
Grilling plate: 1 x 31,5 x 41,5 cm, matte enameled cast iron

@mustanggrill_global   #grillwithmustang

grillwithmustang

Follow us on social media!
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GAS GRILLS

Mustang

Gas grill Knoxville 3+1 SST 

A medium-sized gas grill with three burners and a side cooker for guaranteed 
grilling results. Colour: stainless steel/black. Side cooker 3,2 kW. Working 
pressure 30 mbar. 602300 Grill cover S 130 x 46 x 90 cm, sold separately. 
Warranty 2 years.

316382
1  / 6gR4;:>13SEJGLFMR

3 x 3,2 kWGrill size: 124 x 54 x 111 cm
Main burners: 3+1

Grilling area: 57,5 x 41,5 cm
Grilling grid: 1 x 29 x 41,5 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 55 x 14 cm, 430 stainless steel
Grilling plate: 1 x 29 x 41,5 cm, matte enameled cast iron

Mustang

Gas grill Knoxville 3+1 black 

A medium-sized gas grill with three burners and a side cooker. Colour: 
black. Side cooker 3,2 kW. Working pressure 30 mbar. 602300 Grill cover  
S 130 x 46 x 90 cm, sold separately. Warranty 2 years.

286942
1  / 6gR4;:>12SLJMHFIR

3 x 3,2 kWGrill size: 124 x 54 x 111 cm
Main burners: 3+1

Grilling area: 57,5 x 41,5 cm
Grilling grid: 1 x 28,5 x 41,5 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 55 x 14 cm, 430 stainless steel
Grilling plate: 1 x 28,5 x 41,5 cm, matte enameled cast iron
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GAS GRILLS

Mustang

Gas grill Atlanta 3 

An impressive and sturdy gas grill equipped with three stainless steel 
burners. Colour: black/stainless steel. Working pressure 30 mbar. 602300 
Grill cover S 130 x 46 x 90 cm, sold separately. Warranty 2 years.

324164
1  / 6gR4;:>13SFHEJHDR

3 x 3,0 kWGrill size: 119 x 55 x 113 cm
Main burners: 3

Grilling area: 52 x 38 cm
Grilling grid: 2 x 26 x 38 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 44,5 x 10,5 cm, 430 stainless steel

Mustang

Gas grill Atlanta 6 

An impressive and sturdy gas grill equipped with six stainless steel burners.  
Colour: black/stainless steel. Working pressure 30 mbar. 602301 Grill cover  
M 152 x 54 x 95 cm, sold separately. Warranty 2 years.

324166
1  / 3gR4;:>13SFHEJJHR

6 x 3,0 kWGrill size: 140 x 55 x 113 cm
Main burners: 6

Grilling area: 78 x 38 cm
Grilling grid: 3 x 26 x 38 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 70,5 x 10,5 cm, 430 stainless steel

Mustang

Gas grill Atlanta 4 

An impressive and sturdy gas grill equipped with four stainless steel burners.  
Colour: black/stainless steel. Working pressure 30 mbar. 602300 Grill cover  
S 130 x 46 x 90 cm, sold separately. Warranty 2 years.

324165
1  / 6gR4;:>13SFHEJIKR

4 x 3,0 kWGrill size: 124 x 55 x 113 cm
Main burners: 4

Grilling area: 63 x 38 cm
Grilling grid: 2 x 31,5 x 38 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 55,5 x 10,5 cm, 430 stainless steel
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GAS GRILLS

Mustang

Gas grill Monterey 4+1 SST 

The Monterey is a compact yet powerful gas grill. Also perfect for urban 
yards. Colour: stainless steel/black. Side cooker 3,2 kW. Working pressure  
30 mbar. 602300 Grill cover S 130 x 46 x 90 cm, sold separately.  
Warranty 2 years.

609080
1  / 8gR4;:>16SDMDLDER

4 x 3,2 kWGrill size: 128 x 48 x 108 cm
Main burners: 4+1

Grilling area: 63 x 39 cm
Grilling grid: 2 x 21 x 38 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 60 x 12 cm, enameled steel wire
Grilling plate: 1 x  21 x 38 cm, matte enameled cast iron

Mustang

Gas grill Monterey 3+1 SST 

The Monterey is a compact yet powerful gas grill. Also perfect for urban 
yards. Colour: stainless steel/black. Side cooker 3,2 kW. Working pressure  
30 mbar. 602300 Grill cover S 130 x 46 x 90 cm, sold separately.  
Warranty 2 years.

609088
1  /gR4;:>16SDMDLLKR

3 x 3,2 kWGrill size: 118 x 48 x 108 cm
Main burners: 3+1

Grilling area: 54 x 39 cm
Grilling grid: 1 x 27 x 38 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 51 x 12 cm, enameled steel wire
Grilling plate: 1 x 27 x 38 cm, matte enameled cast iron

Mustang

Gas grill Monterey 3+1 white 

The Monterey is a compact yet powerful gas grill with three burners and  
a side cooker.  Also perfect for urban yards. Colour: white/black. Side cooker 
3,2 kW. Working pressure 30 mbar. 602300 Grill cover S 130 x 46 x 90 cm,  
sold separately. Warranty 2 years.

312860
1  / 8gR4;:>13SEFLJDJR

3 x 3,2 kWGrill size: 118 x 48 x 108 cm
Main burners: 3+1

Grilling area: 53 x 39 cm
Grilling grid: 1 x 26,5 x 39 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 52 x 12 cm, enameled steel wire
Grilling plate: 1 x 26,5 x 39 cm, matte enameled cast iron

NEW

NEW
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GAS GRILLS

Mustang

Gas grill Monterey 2 SST 

The Monterey is a compact yet powerful gas grill. Also perfect for urban 
yards. Colour: black/stainless steel. Working pressure 30 mbar. 602300 Grill 
cover S 130 x 46 x 90 cm, sold separately. Warranty 2 years.

609090
1  /gR4;:>16SDMDMDDR

2 x 3,2 kWGrill size: 107 x 48 x 108 cm
Main burners: 2

Grilling area: 43 x 39 cm
Grilling grid: 2 x 21,5 x 38cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 40 x 12 cm, 430 stainless steel

Mustang

Gas grill Monterey 3+1 grey 

The Monterey is a compact yet powerful gas grill with three burners and  
a side cooker.  Also perfect for urban yards. Colour: grey/black. Side 
cooker 3,2 kW. Working pressure 30 mbar. 602300 Grill cover S  
130 x 46 x 90 cm, sold separately. Warranty 2 years.

312861
1  / 8gR4;:>13SEFLJEGR

3 x 3,2 kWGrill size: 117,6 x 48,4 x 108 cm
Main burners: 3+1

Grilling area: 53 x 39 cm
Grilling grid: 1 x 26,5 x 39 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 52 x 12 cm, enameled steel wire
Grilling plate: 1 x 26,5 x 39 cm, matte enameled cast iron

Mustang

Gas grill Monterey 3+1 red 

The Monterey is a compact yet powerful gas grill. Also perfect for urban 
yards. Colour: red/black. Side cooker 3,2 kW. Working pressure 30 mbar. 
602300 Grill cover S 130 x 46 x 90 cm, sold separately. Warranty 2 years.

312862
1  / 8gR4;:>13SEFLJFDR

3 x 3,2 kWGrill size: 117,6 x 48,4 x 108 cm
Main burners: 3+1

Grilling area: 53 x 39 cm
Grilling grid: 1 x 26,5 x 39 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 52 x 12 cm enameled steel wire
Grilling plate: 1 x 26,5 x 39 cm, matte enameled cast iron

NEW
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GAS GRILLS

Mustang

Gas grill Maryville 6 

A powerful gas grill with six stainless steel burners and a generous grilling 
area. Colour: black/grey. Working pressure 30 mbar. 602301 Grill cover M  
152 x 54 x 95 cm, sold separately. Warranty 2 years.

6 x 2,8 kWGrill size: 130 x 51 x 100 cm
Main burners: 6

Grilling area: 72 x 36 cm
Grilling grid: 3 x 24 x 36 cm, enameled steel
Warming rack: 68 x 13,5 cm, chromed steel 

Mustang

Gas grill Maryville 4 

A powerful and compact gas grill with four stainless steel burners Colour: 
black/grey. Working pressure 30 mbar. 602300 Grill cover S 130 x 46 x 90 cm, 
sold separately. Warranty 2 years.

603077
1  / 8gR4;:>16SDGDKKKR

4 x 2,8 kWGrill size: 120 x 51 x 100 cm
Main burners: 4

Grilling area: 63 x 36 cm
Grilling grid: 3 x 21 x 36 cm, enameled steel
Warming rack: 57,5 x 13,5 cm, chromed steel 

Mustang

Gas grill Maryville 3 

A powerful and compact gas grill with three stainless steel burners. Colour: 
black/grey. Working pressure 30 mbar. 602300 Grill cover S 130 x 46 x 90 cm, 
sold separately. Warranty 2 years.

603076
1  / 8gR4;:>16SDGDKJDR

3 x 2,8 kWGrill size: 106 x 51 x 100 cm
Main burners: 3

Grilling area: 48 x 36 cm
Grilling grid: 2 x 24 x 36 cm, enameled steel
Warming rack: 43 x 13,5 cm, chromed steel 

603078
1  / 8gR4;:>16SDGDKLHR

NEW

NEW

NEW
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GAS GRILLS

Mustang

Gas grill Albany 4 

A gas grill with four stainless steel burners. Colour: black. Working  
pressure 30 mbar. 602300 Grill cover S 130 x 46 x 90 cm, sold separately.  
Warranty 2 years.

603995
1  / 6gR4;:>16SDGMMIHR

4 x 2,1 kWGrill size: 126 x 52 x 103 cm
Main burners: 4

Grilling area: 60 x 33,5 cm
Grilling grid: 2 x 30 x 33,5 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 56 x 15 cm, enameled steel wire

Mustang

Gas grill Albany 3 

A gas grill with three stainless steel burners. Colour: black. Working pressure 
30 mbar. 602300 Grill cover S 130 x 46 x 90 cm, sold separately.  
Warranty 2 years.

603994
1  / 6gR4;:>16SDGMMHKR

3 x 2,5 kWGrill size: 117 x 52 x 103 cm
Main burners: 3

Grilling area: 52,5 x 33,5 cm,
Grilling grid: 2 x 26 x 33,5 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 47 x 15 cm, enameled steel wire

Mustang

Gas grill Nomad  

A portable gas grill with a bamboo cutting board 
that also serves as a serving plate. A compact grill 
in a modern Scandinavian look. Easy to take with 
you, for example on a motorhome or boat. Also 
works as a handy grill for those who grill only a 
little at a time. Colour: black. Working pressure  
30 mbar. Cover included. Warranty 2 years.

602132
1  / 30gR4;:>16SDFEGFHR

2,5 kWGrill size: 38 x 38 x 26,5 cm
Main burners: 1

Grilling area: 29 cm
Grilling grid: 1 x Ø 29 cm, chromed steel wire
Grilling plate: 1 x Ø 29 cm non-stick aluminum

Mustang

Wall rack for Nomad gas grill  

A wall rack for the Nomad gas grill for a deck, patio  
or boat. Colour: black. Warranty 1 year.

613150
1  / 60gR4;:>16SEGEIDHR

NEW
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GAS GRILLS

Mustang

Gas grill Ametist 6+2 outdoor kitchen with refrigerator  

The large, impressive and beautifully illuminated Ametist is a summer kitchen beyond compare. The grill features six burners, a side cooker, 
infrared rotisserie burner, water tap and even a fridge. The Ametist is the true king of the terrace made fully from stainless steel. Colour: 
stainless steel. Side cooker 3,6 kW. Working pressure 30 mbar. Cover included. Warranty 10 years.

300506
1  / 1

gR4;:>13SDDIDJLR

6 x 3,9 kW
Grill size: 274,5 x 63 x 120 cm
Main burners: 6+1+1
Rear burners: 1 x 4,5 kW

Grilling area: 96 x 46 cm
Grilling grid: 2 x 30 x 45,5 cm, 304 stainless steel wire
Warming rack: 95,5 x 14 cm, 304 stainless steel wire
Grilling plate: 1 x 35 x 45,5 cm, matte enameled cast iron

Mustang

Gas grill Jewel 6 built-in  

Build your own summer kitchen! The stainless steel six-burner 
Jewel built-in gas grill can be incorporated into the brickwork of 
your summer kitchen. Colour: stainless steel. Working pressure 
30 mbar. 606483 Mustang Grill cover Jewel 6, sold separately. 
Warranty 10 years.

316289
1  / 3gR4;:>13SEJFLMER

6 x 3,9 kW
Grill size: 102 x 63,5 x 47 cm
Main burners: 6
Rear burners: 1 x 4,5 kW

Grilling area: 96 x 46 cm
Grilling grid: 3 x 30 x 45,5 cm, 304 stainless steel
Warming rack: 95,5 x 14 cm, 304 stainless steel

Mustang

Gas grill Pearl 4 built-in  

Build your own summer kitchen! The stainless steel four-burner 
Pearl built-in gas grill can be incorporated into the brickwork of 
your summer kitchen. Colour: stainless steel. Working pressure 
30 mbar. 606482 Mustang Grill cover Pearl 4, sold separately. 
Warranty 10 years.

316288
1  / 3gR4;:>13SEJFLLHR

4 x 3,9 kWGrill size: 77,5 x 60 x 49,5 cm
Main burners: 4
Rear burners: 1 x 4,5 kW

Grilling area: 71 x 46 cm
Grilling grid: 2 x 34 x 45,5 cm, 304 stainless steel wire
Warming rack: 69 x 14 cm, 304 stainless steel wire
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GAS GRILLS

Mustang

Gas/charcoal grill Combo 3+1 

A convenient gas and charcoal grill combination so you don’t have to choose. 
Get the most out of grilling. Colour: stainless steel/black. Side cooker 2,7 
kW. Working pressure 30 mbar. 602303 Grill cover L 180 x 60 x 100 cm, sold 
separately. Warranty 2 years.

325034
1  / 3gR4;:>13SFIDGHIR

3 x 3,6 kWGrill size: 174 x 59 x 110 cm
Main burners: 3+1

Grilling area: 2 x 53 x 45 cm
Grilling grid: 2 x 29,5 x 44 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 2 x 50 x 14 cm, 430 stainless steel
Grilling plate: 2 x 22,5 x 44 cm, matte enameled cast iron

Mustang

Double Hybrid grill Fargo 3 

A convenient gas and charcoal grill combination so you don’t have to 
choose. Get the most out of grilling. Colour: black. Working pressure  
30 mbar. 602303 Grill cover L 180 x 60 x 100 cm, sold separately.  
Warranty 2 years.

300527
1  / 2gR4;:>13SDDIFKGR

3 x 3,6 kWGrill size: 178 x 60 x 112 cm
Main burners: 3

Grilling area: 106 x 45 cm
Grilling grid: 1 x 29 x 43,5 cm matte enameled cast iron,  
1 x 22,5 x 44 cm enameled steel wire,  
1 x 29 x 44 cm enameled steel wire
Warming rack: 2 x 47 x 23 cm, enameled steel wire
Grilling plate: 1 x 22 x 43,5 cm matte enameled cast iron

Mustang

Gas grill Caravan  

The Mustang Caravan gas grill is easy to take with you, for example on a 
motorhome or boat. Also works as a handy grill for those who grill only a 
little at a time. Colour: black. Working pressure 30 mbar.  Warranty 2 years.

273378
1  / 16gR4;:>12SKGGKLLR

3,4 kWGrill size: 94 x 44 x 40 cm
Main burners: 1

Grilling area: 48 x 35 cm
Grilling grid: 2 x 24 x 35 cm, matte enameled cast iron

Grilling area: 96 x 46 cm
Grilling grid: 2 x 30 x 45,5 cm, 304 stainless steel wire
Warming rack: 95,5 x 14 cm, 304 stainless steel wire
Grilling plate: 1 x 35 x 45,5 cm, matte enameled cast iron
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SAPPHIRE ACCESSORIES

Mustang

Sapphire cast iron Plancha 24 x 47.5 cm 

A cast iron Plancha griddle for Mustang Sapphire grills. The edges on this griddle prevent 
products from sliding off when they are turned.

325431
1 - 4  / 120gR4;:>13SFIHGEFR

Mustang

Sapphire Smart cast iron warming rack 47.5 x 12 cm 

A cast iron Smart warming rack compatible with Mustang Sapphire grills that can be 
placed anywhere on the back wall of the grill.

325438
1 - 5  / 200gR4;:>13SFIHGLER

Mustang

Sapphire Smart cast iron warming plate 47.5 x 12 cm 

A cast iron Smart warming plate compatible with Mustang Sapphire grills that can be 
placed anywhere on the back wall of the grill.

325439
1 - 5  / 200gR4;:>13SFIHGMLR

Mustang

Sapphire Smart vegetable basket 48 x 13 cm 

A Smart vegetable basket compatible with Mustang Sapphire grills that can be placed 
anywhere on the back wall of the grill. Made from stainless steel.

325440
1 - 5  / 200gR4;:>13SFIHHDHR

Mustang

Sapphire cast iron grilling plate 24 x 47.5 cm 

A cast iron grilling plate for Mustang Sapphire grills. One side has grooves, the other side is flat. 

325429
1 - 4  / 144gR4;:>13SFIHFMMR

Mustang

Sapphire Multigrill cast iron grid 24 x 47.5 cm 

A cast iron Multigrill grid for Mustang Sapphire grills.

325430
2 - 4  / 168gR4;:>13SFIHGDIR

Mustang

Sapphire cast iron grid 24 x 47.5 cm
A cast iron grid with rectangular bars for Mustang Sapphire grills.

325428
1 - 5  / 200gR4;:>13SFIHFLFR
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Mustang

Sapphire Multigrill cast iron grid  
diameter 29 cm 

A cast iron Multigrill grid for Mustang Sapphire grills. This grid allows you to 
modify your Sapphire grill according to your tastes and needs.

325432
1 - 5  / 200gR4;:>13SFIHGFMR

Mustang

Sapphire Multigrill cast iron grilling plate 
diameter 30 cm 

A cast iron grilling plate for the middle of the Multigrill grate in Mustang 
Sapphire grills. One side has grooves, the other side is flat. This grilling plate 
allows you to modify your Sapphire grill according to your tastes and needs.

325433
1 - 5  / 200gR4;:>13SFIHGGJR

Mustang

Sapphire Multigrill pizza stone diameter 35 cm 

A pizza stone for the Multigrill grate in Mustang Sapphire grills. Handles for 
easy lifting. This pizza stone allows you to modify your Sapphire grill according 
to your tastes and needs.

325434
1 - 5  / 80gR4;:>13SFIHGHGR

Mustang

Sapphire Multigrill cast iron pot 7 L 

A seven-liter cast iron pot for the Multigrill grate in Mustang Sapphire grills. 
This cast iron pot allows you to modify your Sapphire grill according to your 
tastes and needs.

325435
1 - 2  / 60gR4;:>13SFIHGIDR

Mustang

Sapphire Multigrill paella pan diameter 39 cm 

A paella pan for the Multigrill grate in Mustang Sapphire grills. This paella pan 
allows you to modify your Sapphire grill according to your tastes and needs.

325436
1 - 5  / 120gR4;:>13SFIHGJKR

Mustang

Sapphire Multigrill wok pan diameter 36 cm 

A wok pan for the Multigrill grate in Mustang Sapphire grills. This wok allows 
you to modify your Sapphire grill according to your tastes and needs

325437
1 - 5  / 60gR4;:>13SFIHGKHR

SAPPHIRE ACCESSORIES
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MULTIGRILL ACCESSORIES

Mustang

Paella pan Multigrill compatible SST  
diameter 36 cm 

Stainless steel paella pan. Thickness 0.88 mm. Fits the Multigrill grill grid.

298067
6  / 252gR4;:>12SMLDJKDR

Mustang

Cast iron pan Multigrill compatible  
diameter 30 cm 

Can be used as a griddle in the middle openings (30 cm) of gas grill cast iron 
grates. Suitable for the Mustang Gourmet 4+1 gas grill.

316743
6  / 234gR4;:>13SEJKHGLR

Mustang

Cast iron pan Multigrill compatible 
diameter 30 cm 

A cast iron pan. Compatible with Multigrill grills.

603435
2  / 120gR4;:>16SDGHGIIR

Mustang

Cast iron wok-pan Multigrill compatible 
diameter 30 cm 

A cast iron wok. Compatible with Multigrill grills.

603438
1  / 60gR4;:>16SDGHGLJR
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ELECTRIC GRILLS

Mustang

Cast iron grilling plate Multigrill compatible  
diameter 29 cm 

Cast iron grilling plate for Mustang Multigrill grates. The accessories allow you 
to turn your grill into a versatile cooking station for preparing the entire meal 
from a succulent main to a delicious dessert.

325036
1 - 4  / 240gR4;:>13SFIDGJMR

Mustang

Cast iron grilling plate Multigrill compatible  
diameter 30 cm 

A double-sided cast iron grilling plate. Compatible with Multigrill grills.

603434
2  / 180gR4;:>16SDGHGHLR

Mustang

Electric grill Hornet with glass lid 1300 W 

A handy and compact electric grill with a non-stick griddle. The insulated 
body stays cool during use. Colour: grey. Grilling area diameter 36 cm.  
Grill size: 45 x 47,5 x 12 cm. Warranty 1 year.

300575
4  / 48gR4;:>13SDDIKIHR

Mustang

Electric grill Torres 2000 W 

An electric grill with a non-stick griddle.  
Colour: grey/black. Warranty 1 year.

287991
1  / 9gR4;:>12SLKMMEFR

2000 WGrill size: 65 x 65 x 108 cm

Grilling area: 46 cm

MULTIGRILL ACCESSORIES
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PIZZA OVENS

Mustang

Pizza oven Vesuvio 12 

Do you wish to make the world’s best pizza on your own yard? The cordierite 
pizza stone stores heat and makes the pizza base crispy. The U-shaped 
burner cooks the pizza from three sides at the same time. The maximum 
temperature of the oven is 500 °C, which ensures that the pizza toppings are 
cooked quickly. The burner is equipped with a ODS flame supervision device.  
Colour: stainless steel/black. Warranty 2 years.

608192
1  / 8gR4;:>16SDLEMFFR

4,3 kWOven size: 53 x 53 x 42 cm
Main burners: 1

Mustang

Pizza oven Vomero 16 

Do you wish to make the world’s best pizza on your own yard? The cordierite 
pizza stone stores heat and makes the pizza base crispy. A powerful burner 
on the right side of the oven bakes the toppings effectively. The flame curves 
along the oven ceiling. The maximum temperature of the oven is 500 °C, 
which ensures that the pizza toppings are cooked quickly. Colour: stainless 
steel/black. Warranty 2 years.

610626
1  / 10gR4;:>16SEDJFJKR

5,6 kWOven size: 54,5 x 57 x 53 cm
Main burners: 1

Mustang

Pizza oven Dome  

Are you dreaming of delicious homemade pizza? The ceramic tabletop pizza 
oven guarantees succulent and delicious pizzas. The oven is heated with 
firewood or charcoal. You can bake the pizza directly on the floor of the oven 
or on top of a pizza stone. Cleaning brush included. Colour: grey/stainless 
steel. Warranty 2 years.

610603
1  / 4gR4;:>16SEDJDGLR

Oven size: 66 x 91 x 76 cm

NEW VERSION

NEW

NEW
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Mustang

Pizza oven Napoli  

The Mustang Napoli is a wood-burning pizza oven. Enjoy cooking in 
the fresh air. Napoli is suited for all outdoor cooking: pizza, steaks, 
ribs, brisket, lamb shanks, stews and other treats are prepared 
comfortably while enjoying the outdoor air. Also perfect for baking. 
Large 90 x 58 cm oven chamber. Bricks on the floor of the oven. 
Colour: stainless steel. Suojapeite sisältyy. Warranty 2 years.

328213
1  / 2gR4;:>13SFLFEGER

Oven size: 150 x 195 x 90 cm

Mustang

Pizza baker for gas grill 

Do you wish to make the world’s best pizza on your own yard? The Mustang 
baker is the optimal accessory for your gas grill. For crispy pizza bases and 
different types of bread. The pizza oven can also be used for roasting meat 
and vegetables or cooking fish. Pre-heat for 20 minutes. Colour: black.  
Size 44.5 x 35 x 13 cm. 

313247
1  / 48gR4;:>13SEGFHKHR

Mustang

Trolley for pizza oven 

A sturdy pizza oven trolley for all 
Mustang pizza ovens and models 
from other manufacturers depending 
on the dimensions. The trolley 
has two casters, making it easy to 
move around. Also features hooks 
e.g. for the pizza spatula and other 
accessories. Warranty 1 year. Colour: 
black. Warranty 1 year. 
Size: 73 x 74,5 x 92 cm.

610604
1  / 11

gR4;:>16SEDJDHIR

Mustang

Pizza oven’s infrared 
thermometer 

A compact infrared temperature thermometer. 
Perfect for checking the temperature of the 
pizza oven. Measurement range -50 °C –  
+550 °C. An indicator for when the 
temperature exceeds the range. Integrated 
laser pointer. LCD screen with backlight.  
Pre-set thermal radiation factor 0.95. Gives  
the temperature in both Celsius and 
Fahrenheit.

611808
10 - 60  / 480

gR4;:>16SEELDLJR

NEW VERSION

NEW

PIZZA OVENS
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PIZZA ACCESSORIES

Mustang

Pizza baking set 

A kit for making pizza. Includes a pizza stone Ø 32 cm, pizza cutter and pizza spatula.

604024
5  / 80gR4;:>16SDHDFHDR

Mustang

Pizza stone Multigrill compatible 30 cm 

Make delicious pizza at home with the pizza stone. The porous surface of the 
cordierite removes moisture from the pizza base, keeping it deliciously crispy. 
Diameter 30.5 cm. Thickness 8 mm. For the Mustang Gourmet gas grill 313562. 
Also suitable for the Mustang Avalon grill 274143.

316871
6  / 270gR4;:>13SEJLKELR

Mustang

Pizza stone 32 cm 

The cordierite stone ensures delicious pizzas. Diameter 32 cm. Thickness  
9 mm. A pizza stone for 47 and 57 cm kettle grills. Cordierite stone. Comes  
with a chromed steel stand, diameter 5 mm, stand dimensions  
32.5 x 16 x 3.5 cm.

273977
4  / 216gR4;:>12SKGMKKGR

Mustang

Pizza stone 42 cm 

A large pizza stone. Diameter 42 cm. Thickness 1.5 cm.

612093
4  / 80gR4;:>16SEFDMGIR

Mustang

Sapphire Multigrill pizza stone 35 cm 

A pizza stone for the Multigrill grate in Mustang Sapphire grills. Handles for easy 
lifting. This pizza stone allows you to modify your Sapphire grill according to your 
tastes and needs.

325434
1 - 5  / 80gR4;:>13SFIHGHGR

Mustang

Pizza stone 30 x 38 cm 

A baking stone for a grill or oven.

612092
4  / 200gR4;:>16SEFDMFLR

NEW

NEW
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PIZZA ACCESSORIES

Mustang

Pizza spatula/ 
turning peel Premium 

A pizza spatula for baking pizza.

612121
5 - 25  / 500gR4;:>16SEFEFEIR

Mustang

Pizza spatula 
Premium 30 cm 

A perforated pizza spatula.  
An extremely sturdy pizza spatula 
with a sturdy handle. Thanks to 
the perforation, the pizza comes 
off the spatula easily.

612118
5  / 175gR4;:>16SEFEELIR

Mustang

Pizza spatula 
Premium 33 cm 

A perforated pizza spatula.  
An extremely sturdy pizza spatula 
with a sturdy handle. Thanks to  
the perforation, the pizza comes  
off the spatula easily.

614798
5  / 185gR4;:>16SEHKMLKR

Mustang

Pizza spatula 
Premium 40 cm 

An extremely sturdy pizza spatula 
with a sturdy handle. Thanks to 
the perforation, the pizza comes 
off the spatula easily.

615095
5  / 160gR4;:>16SEIDMIJR

Mustang

Pizza spatula  

A steel pizza spatula with  
a wooden handle. Spatula 30 x 25 cm. 

274191
12  / 432gR4;:>12SKHEMEFR

Mustang

Pizza spatula long  

A pizza spatula with a long wooden 
handle. Acacia handle. Spatula size 
30.5 x 30 cm.

605911
6  / 132gR4;:>16SDIMEEFR

NEW NEW

NEW NEW
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PIZZA ACCESSORIES

Mustang

Pizza dough spatula  

A sturdy steel dough spatula with a centimeter scale. An excellent aid for 
handling pizza dough. The plastic handle ensures a good grip. Dishwasher safe.

611859
12 - 24  / 1488gR4;:>16SEELIMLR

Mustang

Pizza spatula 
Bamboo 

A bamboo pizza spatula.  
The sharp edge makes it easy to 
slide the spatula under  
the pizza. 

612094
8  / 480gR4;:>16SEFDMHFR

Mustang

Pizza spatula 
wooden 30 cm 

Birch plywood pizza spatula 
made in Finland.

615038
20  / 500gR4;:>16SEIDGLGR

Mustang

Pizza cutter  

Pizza cutter. Sturdy wooden handle.

613115
12 - 60  / 720gR4;:>16SEGEEIGR

Mustang

Pizza cutter  

Pizza cutter with a large 9.5 cm blade.

604021
12 - 144  / 3456gR4;:>16SDHDFEMR

Mustang

Cooling rack for pizza 32 cm 

A rack for cooling pizza after cooking.

611856
10  / 400gR4;:>16SEELIJKR

NEWNEW

NEW

NEW
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Mustang

Pizza scales electronic 

Electronic kitchen scales for measuring pizza dough ingredients. Accuracy  
1 g. A high precision strain gauge sensor. LCD screen 0.6”. Zero/tare feature.  
Low battery indicator ”Lo”, overload indicator ”OL”. Max. 5 kg. Warranty 1 year.

611861
12  / 864gR4;:>16SEELJEER

Mustang

Digital pizza scales 

Digital scales with two measurement ranges: Range 1: 0.01–500 g.  
Range 2: 0.5–5,000 g. Ideal for measuring pizza dough ingredients.  
Warranty 1 year.

615272
6 - 24  / 648gR4;:>16SEIFKFER

Mustang

Pizza dough rising box L 2 pcs with lid 1 pc 

Large pizza dough rising box 2 pcs. Can be stacked on top of each other. Lid included. 
Size 65.5 x 45.5 x 8 cm. Made from plastic approved for food contact. Also suitable for 
storing food.

611926
1  / 15gR4;:>16SEEMFJKR

Mustang

Pizza dough rising box M with lid 

A large pizza dough rising box with lid. Can be stacked on top of each other. Lid 
included. Size 45.2 x 32.4 x 8.5 cm. Suitable for most household refrigerators. Made 
from plastic approved for food contact. Also suitable for storing food.

612122
6  / 120gR4;:>16SEFEFFFR

Mustang

Pizza dough rising box S with lid 

A pizza dough rising box with lid. Proofing box for one dough ball. Lid included. 
Size 20.5 x 14 x 8 cm. Made from plastic approved for food contact. Also suitable 
for storing food.

612123
24  / 384gR4;:>16SEFEFGMR

PIZZA ACCESSORIES

Mustang

Pizza oven cleaning brush 57 cm 

A cleaning brush for pizza ovens and pizza stones. The end of the brush is 
equipped with a scraper. Foldable arm. Traditional scrubbing brush.

612116
12  / 924gR4;:>16SEFEEJER

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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CHARCOAL GRILLS

Mustang

Charcoal grill Avalon 2  

A sturdy charcoal grill with a large grilling area. Multigrill grill grates for 
versatile cooking. You can choose Mustang Multigrill accessories from a wide 
variety and place them in the center of the grid. Colour: black. 602301 Grill 
cover M 152 x 54 x 95 cm, sold separately. Warranty 1 year.

325032
1  / 8gR4;:>13SFIDGFER

Grill size: 128 x 62 x 124 cm

Grilling area: 59 x 45 cm
Grilling grid: 2 x 29,5 x 45 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 57 x 24 cm, chromed steel wire

Mustang

Charcoal grill Tango 

The stylish Tango charcoal grill is a reliable partner for the charcoal griller. 
Adjustable charcoal tray height for different grilling temperatures. Colour: 
black. 602301 Grill cover M 152 x 54 x 95 cm, sold separately. Warranty 1 year.

300526
1  / 8gR4;:>13SDDIFJJR

Grill size: 128 x 62 x 123,5 cm

Grilling area: 60 x 45 cm
Grilling grid: 2 x 30 x 45 cm, matte enameled cast iron
Warming rack: 57 x 24 cm, chromed steel wire

Mustang

Charcoal grill Laguna  

A stylish charcoal grill with adjustable charcoal tray height for different 
grilling temperatures.Grilling area 45 x 32 cm. Colour: black. 602300 Grill 
cover S 130 x 46 x 90 cm, sold separately. Warranty 1 year.

603453
1  / 20gR4;:>16SDGHIGMR

Grill size: 105 x 53 x 105 cm

Grilling area: 45 x 32 cm
Grilling grid: 2 x 22 x 41 cm, chromed steel wire
Warming rack: 40,5 x 16 cm, chromed steel wire
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CHARCOAL GRILLS

Mustang

Outdoor grill Patagonia  

A gorgeous Argentine style outdoor grill with adjustable grilling height.  
Suitable for firewood or charcoal. Grilling area 70 x 43.5 cm. Cover included.  
Warranty 2 years.

601845
1  / 13gR4;:>16SDELHIHR

Grill size: 
100 x 50 x 143 cm

Grilling grid: 70 x 43,5 cm, 
201 stainless steel wire

Mustang

Charcoal grill Austin  

A visually-impressive charcoal grill with side counters. Equipped with a removable 
ash tray below the grill, which can also be used for adjusting air flow to the embers. 
Large side counters on both sides of the grill. Bottom shelf below the grill for 
accessory storage. Colour: black, grey. 602301 Grill cover M 152 x 54 x 95 cm, sold 
separately. Warranty 1 year.

324704
1  / 10gR4;:>13SFHKDHLR

Grill size: 
130 x 65 x 95,5 cm

Grilling grid: Ø 54 cm, 
chromed steel wire

Mustang

Charcoal grill Gourmet 57 

A visually-impressive charcoal grill equipped with Multigrill grate for versatile 
grilling. You can choose Mustang Multigrill accessories from a wide variety and 
place them in the center of the grid.  Colour: black. 250968 Mustang cover for 
charcoal grill 64 cm, sold separately. Warranty 1 year.

324735
1  / 12gR4;:>13SFHKGIFR

Grill size:  
64 x 69 x 108 cm

Grilling grid: Ø 54 cm,  
201 stainless steel wire

Mustang

Charcoal grill Basic 57 

A traditional and compact kettle grill for delicious grilled treats. Colour: 
black. 250968 Mustang cover for charcoal grill 64 cm, sold separately. 
Warranty 1 year.

605734
1  / 18gR4;:>16SDIKGHKR

Grill size:  
62 x 59 x 96 cm

Grilling grid: Ø 54 cm, 
chromed steel wire
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CHARCOAL GRILLS

Mustang

Charcoal grill Gourmet 47 

A visually-impressive charcoal grill equipped with Multigrill grate for 
versatile grilling. You can choose Mustang Multigrill accessories from a wide 
variety and place them in the center of the grid.  Colour: black. 250967 Cover 
for charcoal grill 58 cm, sold separately. Warranty 1 year.

604006
1  / 18gR4;:>16SDHDDJJR

Grill size: 
57 x 57 x 103 cm

Grilling grid: Ø 43,5 cm,  
201 stainless steel wire

Mustang

Charcoal grill Basic 47  

A traditional and compact kettle grill for delicious grilled treats.  Colour: 
black. 250967 Cover for charcoal grill 58 cm, sold separately. Warranty 1 year.

602899
1  / 18gR4;:>16SDFLMMJR

Grill size: 
56 x 54 x 95 cm

Grilling grid: Ø 44 cm 
chromed steel wire

Mustang

Charcoal grill Basic 43 

A traditional and compact kettle grill for delicious grilled treats. Colour: 
black. Warranty 1 year.

324702
1  / 25gR4;:>13SFHKDFHR

Grill size:  
47,5 x 44,5 x 74 cm

Grilling grid: Ø 41,5 cm, 
chromed steel wire

Mustang

Charcoal grill Festival 

The small, short-legged Festival kettle grill is easy to take along. Perfect e.g. 
for picnics and festivals. Colour: grey, black.

301021
4  / 64gR4;:>13SDEDFEIR

Grill size: 
38 x 38 x 50 cm

Grilling grid: Ø 36 cm, 
chromed steel wire
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CHARCOAL GRILLS

Mustang

Charcoal grill Travel  

Take your grill with you wherever you go! A foldable stainless steel charcoal grill. Handy when  
hunting, fishing, boating or traveling in a motorhome. Storage bag included. Warranty 1 year.

602077
4  / 96gR4;:>16SDFDKKLR

Grill size: 60 x 40 x 48 cm Grilling grid: 55 x 35 cm,  
304 stainless steel wire

Mustang

Charcoal grill Trek  

Take your grill with you wherever you go! A small and foldable stainless steel grill, packed in a storage 
bag. Handy to take along to picnics or hunting trips. Warranty 1 year.

325421
1  / 96gR4;:>13SFIHFEGR

Grill size: 45,5 x 27 x 25,5 cm Grilling grid: 43,5 x 25,5 cm,  
430 stainless steel wire

Mustang

Charcoal grill with six skewers  

A truly handy charcoal grill with skewers for preparing delicious snacks for your family and friends on 
warm summer nights! Light, compact and foldable, the grill requires little storage space and can be 
easily moved from one place to another. Comes equipped with six stainless steel skewers for grilling 
meat, sausages, root vegetables and other treats!

263591
10  / 150gR4;:>12SJGIMEHR

Grill size: 50 x 30 x 50 cm Grilling area: 50 x 30 cm

Mustang

Disposable grill 3 pcs 

A disposable grill is a handy accessory at picnics and festivals. Always ensure that your grill is placed on  
a non-combustible surface! 

Grill size: 22 x 27 x 5 cm.

218216
16  / 144gR4;:>12SELFEJJR

Mustang

Disposable grill  

A disposable grill is a handy accessory at picnics and festivals. Always ensure that your grill is placed on  
a non-combustible surface!  

Grill size: 22 x 27 x 5 cm.

182742
36  / 360gR4;:>11SLFKHFJR
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BARBECUE GRILLING

Mustang

Charcoal grill Kamado S 

16” . Bottom vent with mesh for applying more 
air to the coals. Includes a table frame, a three-
legged ceramic heat distribution plate and an 
ash rake.

325383
1  / 6gR4;:>13SFIGLGHR

Size: 54 x 48 x 49 cm

Grilling grid: Ø 32,5 cm, 304 stainless steel wire

Mustang

Charcoal grill Kamado M 

18” .  Bottom vent with mesh for applying 
more air to the coals. Includes a three-legged 
ceramic heat distribution plate and an ash 
rake. 291122 Mustang cover Kamado M, sold 
separately. 

325385
1  / 4gR4;:>13SFIGLILR

Size:  116 x 64 x 107 cm

Grilling grid: Ø 38 cm, 304 stainless steel wire

Mustang

Charcoal grill Kamado L 

21”.  Includes a three-legged ceramic heat 
distribution plate and an ash rake. 291123 
Mustang cover Kamado L, sold separately.

325387
1  / 2gR4;:>13SFIGLKFR

Size: 127 x 75 x 115 cm

Grilling grid: Ø 47 cm, 304 stainless steel wire

A ceramic Kamado charcoal grills for slow grilling at low temperatures. Kamado is a barbecue,  
a smoker and an oven – all in one. New ceramic Mullite clay with thermal resistance of up to 1,000 °C. 

S
M

L
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BARBECUE GRILLING

Mustang

Charcoal grill Kamado XL 

23,5”. The cover and the firebox feature a 
high-quality glass fiber gasket with a metal 
grid. 606696 Cover Kamado XL/XXL, sold 
separately. 

325389
1  / 2gR4;:>13SFIGLMJR

Size: 133 x 81 x 113 cm

Grilling grid: Ø 52 cm 304, stainless steel wire

Mustang

Charcoal grill Kamado XXL 

26”. Bottom vent with mesh for applying more 
air to the coals. The cover and the firebox 
feature a high-quality glass fiber gasket with a 
metal grid. 606696 Cover Kamado XL/XXL, sold 
separately.

325391
1  / 2gR4;:>13SFIGMEMR

Size: 138 x 87 x 115 cm

Grilling grid: Ø 57 cm, 304 stainless steel wire

Mustang

Wooden table Kamado L  

A sturdy pinewood table for the Mustang Kamado L grill. The table provides more storage space for barbecuing. 
The table comes with a base that prevents heat from the grill from entering the wooden structures. The table can be 
modified to fit the Mustang Kamado M grill with a separate modification kit (604579). 605795 Mustang cover for the 
Kamado L wooden table 125 x 95 x 115 cm, sold separately. Warranty 1 year.

604571
1  / 8gR4;:>16SDHIKEMR

XL

XXL

 The new design of the cast iron top vent guarantees precise ventilation adjustment. Colour grey. 
Warranty of Kamados is two years.
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KAMADO ACCESSORIES

Mustang

Lifting tongs for grilling grid 

The stainless steel tongs allow you to lift hot 
grates from the grill without burning your fingers. 
Designed especially for Mustang Kamado grills. 

300540
10 - 80  / 320gR4;:>13SDDIHDFR

Mustang

Grid and plate lifting tool

This cast iron lifting tool for grates and griddles 
is a basic grilling tool. It is a safe tool that makes 
it easier to lift and move hot, heavy and greasy 
grates and griddles in the grill. Length 22 cm.

316530
12 - 24  / 480gR4;:>13SEJIGDHR

Mustang

Kamado ash tool 

A 46-cm-long ash tool that allows you 
to remove ash from the firebox once 
it has cooled down. Suitable for all 
Kamado grills.

325396
4  / 200

gR4;:>13SFIGMJHR

Mustang

Wooden tabel adabter kit Kamado M 

This modification kit allows you to modify the wooden table for Mustang 
Kamado L (604571) to fit the Mustang Kamado M grill. Warranty 1 year.

604579
1  / 50gR4;:>16SDHIKMIR

Mustang

Rotissery kit Kamado M 

Rotissery kit for the Mustang Kamado M or other 18” Kamado grills. Contains 
a holder ring, rotisserie shaft and motor. Rotisserie shaft made from stainless 
steel. Warranty 1 year.

325408
1  / 20gR4;:>13SFIHDLHR

Mustang

Rotissery kit Kamado L 

Rotissery kit for the Mustang Kamado L or other 21” Kamado grills. Contains 
a holder ring, rotisserie shaft and motor. Rotisserie shaft made from stainless 
steel. Warranty 1 year.

325409
1  / 30gR4;:>13SFIHDMER

Mustang

Kamado ignition fan  

With the fan, the coals receive more air when igniting the Kamado grill. This 
way, the coals light up faster. Fits the Mustang Kamado L and Kamado XL 
grills. May be used with models from other manufacturers depending on the 
dimensions. Uses 4 x 1.5 V AA batteries. Batteries not included.Warranty 1 year.

610669
4 - 24  / 288gR4;:>16SEDJJMHR
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Mustang

Deflector Kamado M 

Ceramic convector stone. Prevents direct heat from entering the grilled food. 
The convector allows you to prepare oven dishes at low temperatures in your 
Kamado grill. Can also be used as a cooking surface. Suitable for 18” Kamado 
grills.

300538
3  / 60gR4;:>13SDDIGLMR

Mustang

Deflector Kamado L 

The ceramic convector stone prevents direct heat from entering the grilled 
food. The convector allows you to prepare oven dishes at low temperatures in 
your Kamado grill. Can also be used as a cooking surface. Suitable for 21” and 
22” Kamado grills. Size 40 x 42 x 6 cm.

313529
6  / 54gR4;:>13SEGIFMER

Mustang

Grid expander Kamado S/M 

Additional grilling space with the elevated grate for the Mustang Kamado S, M 
or other 16” and 18” Kamado grills. Size 22 x 28 x 8 cm.

325397
1  / 60gR4;:>13SFIGMKER

Mustang

Grid expander Kamado L/XL 

Additional grilling space with the elevated grate for the Mustang Kamado L,  
XL or other 21” and 23.5/24” Kamado grills. Size 32 x 39 x 11 cm.

325398
1  / 78gR4;:>13SFIGMLLR

Mustang

Grilling system Kamado M 

A grilling system containing the following: Two semicircular grill grates of 
304 stainless steel, one 304 stainless steel ring, two semicircular cordierite 
deflectors, one versatile 304 stainless steel holder. Fits the Mustang Kamado M 
or other 18” Kamado grills.

325401
1  / 40gR4;:>13SFIHDEIR

Mustang

Grilling system Kamado L 

A grilling system containing the following: Two semicircular stainless steel 
grill grates, one stainless steel ring, two semicircular cordierite deflectors, 
one versatile stainless steel holder. Fits the Mustang Kamado L or other 21” 
Kamado grills.

325402
1  / 24gR4;:>13SFIHDFFR

KAMADO ACCESSORIES
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BARBECUE GRILLING

Mustang

Pellet smoker Houston  

An extremely sturdy, classic pellet smoker. Pellets are located in a separate 
compartment from which a feed screw transfers the required amount to the 
burner. The smoking chamber has plenty of surface area. Smoke is fed out 
through a chimney, and grease and marinades are led to a grease receptacle 
by means of a slanted grease tray. Eight different temperature settings for 
grilling. Seven different settings for smoking. Colour: black. 602301 Grill 
cover M 152 x 54 x 95 cm, sold separately. Warranty 1 year.

324182
1  / 4gR4;:>13SFHELFHR

260 WGrill size: 120 x 55 x 132 cm
Main burners: 1

Grilling area: 72 x 49,5 cm
Grilling grid: 3 x 24 x 49,5 cm, enameled steel wire

Mustang

Off-set smoker Georgia XXL  

An extremely sturdy and impressive off-set smoker. A fire is lit in a separate 
firebox, and the smoke is directed to a separate smoking chamber of a generous 
size. The firebox has cooking grates for grilling directly above the embers. The flat 
lid of the firebox can be used for preparing food or keeping it warm. The chimney 
features three grates that can be used for smoking, as well as hanging hooks. The 
grilling chamber features charcoal grates that also allow for direct grilling in a 
large space. Colour: black. Warranty 1 year.

601872
1  / 3gR4;:>16SDELKFDR

Grill size: 175 x 70 x 192 cm

Grilling area: 72 x 37 cm,  3 x Ø 37 cm
Grilling grid: 3 x 24 x 37 cm + 3 x Ø 37 cm enameled 
steel wire
Warming rack: 65,5 x 14 cm, enameled steel wire

Mustang

Off-set smoker Georgia L 

An extremely sturdy off-set smoker. The firebox has robust cooking grates for 
grilling directly above the embers. The flat lid of the firebox can be used for 
preparing food or keeping it warm. The chimney outlet is positioned in a way that 
forces the smoke to make an extra round inside the grilling/smoking chamber. The 
grilling chamber features charcoal grates that also allow for direct grilling in a large 
space. Separate hatches for cooking thermometer sensors. Colour: black. 602303 
Mustang Grill cover L 180 x 60 x 100 cm, sold separately. Warranty 1 year.

324306
2  / 12gR4;:>13SFHGDJHR

Grill size: 142 x 70 x 122 cm

Grilling area: 72 x 37 cm
Grilling grid: 3 x 24 x 37 cm, enameled steel wire
Warming rack: 65,5 x 14 cm enameled steel wire
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SMOKERS

Mustang

Electric smoker Electronic  

The large Electronic smoker can house a large batch of smoking products at one time. Digital functional switch 
panel for accurate temperature and timing control. The withdrawable smoking dust tray allows you to add 
smoking dust during smoking without opening the smoker door. Colour: stainless steel/black. Warranty 1 year.

240429
1  / 8gR4;:>12SHDHFMMR

650 WSmoker size: 40 x 43 x 81 cm

Grilling area: 4 x 37 x 33 cm
Grilling grid: 4 x 37 x 33 cm, chromed steel wire

Mustang

Gas smoker Kymi  

A powerful gas smoker with a large smoking area. The smoker also features four grates and hanging hooks on 
the ceiling for hanging whole fish inside the smoker. The dust tray and burner are located in a separate space 
that can be accessed during smoking without lowering the temperature of the actual smoking chamber.  
Colour: black. Warranty 2 years.

324162
1  / 8gR4;:>13SFHEJFJR

4,4 kWSmoker size: 64 x 50 x 128 cm
Main burners: 1

Grilling grid: 4x 34 x 35 cm, chromed steel wire

Mustang

Gas smoker Teno  

An extremely powerful gas smoker with a really large smoking area. The smoker also features six grates and 
hanging hooks on the ceiling for hanging whole fish inside the smoker. The dust tray and burner are located 
in a separate space that can be accessed during smoking without lowering the temperature of the actual 
smoking chamber. Colour: black. Warranty 2 years.

324163
1  / 4gR4;:>13SFHEJGGR

2 x 2,93 kWSmoker size: 80 x 50 x 145 cm
Main burners: 2

Mustang

Charcoal smoker Pispala  

An extremely powerful gas smoker with a really large smoking area. The smoker also features six grates and 
hanging hooks on the ceiling for hanging whole fish inside the smoker. The dust tray and burner are located in 
a separate space that can be accessed during smoking without lowering the temperature of the actual smoking 
chamber. 250968 Mustang cover for charcoal grill 64 cm, sold separately. Colour: black. Warranty 1 year.

324305
8  / 12gR4;:>13SFHGDIKR

Smoker size: 60 x 46 x 103 cm Grilling area: 2 x 45 cm
Grilling grid: 2 x  Ø 45 cm, chromed 
steel wire
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SMOKERS

Mustang

Smoker box big 

A large smoking box for large batches of smoking products. The smoking box 
features two stainless steel grates and a grease tray. Size 45 x 33 x 18 cm.

292404
10  / 40gR4;:>12SMFHDHMR

Mustang

Smoking box 

Traditional smoking box with two stainless steel grates. You can make  
the cleaning easier by placing a piece of aluminum foil on the bottom.  
Size 38 x 27 x 13,5 cm.

263590
20  / 80gR4;:>12SJGIMDKR

Mustang

Electric smoker with thermostat 1100 W 

An electric smoker is a reliable and easy device for smoking. The smoker is 
controlled with a thermostat and the temperature can be monitored with  
the thermometer. Size 45 x 25,5 x 41,5 cm. Warranty 1 year.

318243
4  / 24gR4;:>13SELFHGER

Mustang

Electric smoker 1100 W 

A traditional electric smoker for easy and reliable smoking. 
Size 45 x 25,5 x 45 cm. Warranty 1 year.

305671
4  / 24gR4;:>13SDIJKELR
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Mustang

Infusion smoke generator  

A portable infusion smoke generator for flavoring 
different foods, drinks, fruits, spices, etc. Power 
3V DC 0.6 W, works with 4 x AA batteries (not 
included). A 25-cm-long flexible hose leads the 
smoke to the food to be flavored. The anodized 
aluminum body is easy to clean.

324298
16  / 864gR4;:>13SFHFMLFR

Mustang

Cold smoking cabine 

A cabinet for cold smoking.  Four 
stainless steel grates 52 x 44 cm. 
Hanging hooks in the ceiling. Air 
vents for moisture removal. Used 
with cold smoke generators 228592, 
265553, 324170, 333044 and 
300560.

334137
1  / 17

gR4;:>13SGHEGKER

Mustang

Electric cold smoker heating element 

Cold smoking provides variety to preparing fish, meat and vegetables alike. 
Delicious made simple. A steel cold smoking device. Works with thin and dry 
wooden discs. 220–240 V ~ 50 Hz 13 V. Maximum output 36 W. IP44 rating.  
Use Mustang Alder smoking discs (product 231819).

228592
6  / 336gR4;:>12SFLIMFLR

Mustang

Smoke aroma box for gasgrill 

A box for smoking chips for a gas grill. Fill the box with smoking chips and 
place directly on the grill burners. Smoke begins to generate immediately 
providing a delicious flavor. Wash by hand with mild detergent.  
Size 22.5 x 19 x 4 cm.

263773
12  / 1008gR4;:>12SJGKKGHR

COLD SMOKING
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COLD SMOKING

Mustang

Cold smoke generator Deluxe large  

A cold smoke generator for cold smoking. Made from high-quality 304 
stainless steel. Smoldering fire is unable to spread through the solid side 
walls. Burning time approx. 8–12 hours depending on the lighting method. 
Mustang cold smoking dusts 265566, 291436, 290357, 290356 and 290358 
are recommended.

333044
5  / 240gR4;:>13SGGDHHGR

Mustang

Cold smoke generator Deluxe  

A cold smoke generator for cold smoking. Made from high-quality 304 
stainless steel. Smoldering fire is unable to spread through the solid side 
walls. Burning time approx. 4–8 hours depending on the lighting method. 
Mustang cold smoking dusts 265566, 291436, 290357, 290356 and 290358 
are recommended.

324170
20  / 540gR4;:>13SFHEKDER

Mustang

Cold smoke generator  

A cold smoke generator for cold smoking. Use for cold smoking meat, fish and 
cheese. The use of fine dusts is recommended (e.g. Mustang cold smoking dust 
PRO). Generates smoke for approx. 10–12 hours with one charge. Smoking disc 
diameter 18 cm, height 4 cm. Overall dimensions 23 x 8 cm. 

265553
10  / 550gR4;:>12SJIIIGDR

Mustang

Smoke generator for cold smoking  

A smoke generator for cold smoking. A stainless steel pipe with a lid for the 
slow smoldering of smoking chips. An air pump blows the generated smoke to 
the desired place. The temperature of the smoke is very low, which makes this 
product perfect for cold smoking. IPx4.

300560
4  / 120gR4;:>13SDDIJDDR
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Mustang

Fish roaster Loimu  

Robust steel outdoor roasting stand with foldable metal legs with 
adjustable roasting plank holders 3 pcs. Also three additional holders 
near the fire basket. Three spruce roasting planks, wooden nails 20 pcs. 
Size 42 x 46 x 42 cm.

249206
4  / 8gR4;:>12SHMFDJKR

Mustang

Roasting plank Loimu 3 pcs 

A perforated spruce plank for roasting fish. Three pcs/package.

249201
10  / 120gR4;:>12SHMFDEFR

Mustang

Wooden nails Loimu 20 pcs 

Wooden nails for attaching salmon to the roasting plank. Diameter 5 mm, 
length 60 mm. 20 pcs/packet.

182688
20 - 120  / 6000gR4;:>11SLFJLLKR

FISH ROASTING
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CHIPS  ·  DUSTS  ·  PELLETS

Mustang

Smoking chips Alder 3 L 

Alder chips can be used for all kinds of smoking.

229812
48  / 576gR4;:>11SLFJLGFR

Mustang

Smoking chips Alder 10 L 

Uniform chips made from debarked alder. 
Intended primarily for warm smoking.

304833
36  / 144gR4;:>13SDHLGGER

Mustang

Smoking chips Bourbon-Oak 3 L 

Bourbon-soaked oak chips, coarse. Use for warm 
smoking.

314778
12  / 432gR4;:>13SEHKKLFR

Mustang

Smoking chips Apple 2 L 

Apple chips produce a light but delicious smoke with  
a hint of fruit and sweetness. Apple chips are perfect for 
grilling and smoking pork, fish and poultry. 2 l (450 g).

231817
24  / 528gR4;:>12SGELEKJR

Mustang

Smoking chips Hickory 3 L 

Smoking chips made from 100% hickory wood.

246809
24  / 432gR4;:>12SHJLDMGR

Mustang

Smoking chips Alder 3 L display 

Homogeneous wood chips made from debarked alder.  
Suitable primarily for warm smoking.

280761
120  / 480gR4;:>12SLDKJELR
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CHIPS  ·  DUSTS  ·  PELLETS

Mustang

Cold smoking dust Pro Alder 3 L 

Fine and uniform dust for cold smoking made from 
debarked alder.  Used with a cold smoke generator.

265566
24  / 576gR4;:>12SJIIJJDR

Mustang

Cold smoking dust Pro Beech 3 L 

Fine and uniform dust made from beech. Sieved 1 mm particle 
size. Used with a cold smoke generator. Suitable for meat.

291436
24  / 576gR4;:>12SMEHGJER

Mustang

Cold smoking dust Pro Cherry 3 L 

Fine and uniform dust for cold smoking made from debarked 
cherry wood. Used with a cold smoke generator.

607176
24  / 576gR4;:>16SDKEKJGR

Mustang

Cold smoking dust Pro Oak 3 L

Oak has a mild flavor perfect for increasing the smokiness  
of all smoking and grilling products.

607177
24  / 576gR4;:>16SDKEKKDR

Mustang

Cold smoking dust Mesquite  
fine cut 3 L 

Fine smoking chips for cold smoking made from  
100% mesquite. Country of origin: the United States.

290356
12  / 432gR4;:>12SMDGIJGR

Mustang

Cold smoking dust Hickory  
fine cut 3 L 

Fine smoking chips for cold smoking made from 100% 
hickory wood. Country of origin: the United States.

290357
12  / 432gR4;:>12SMDGIKDR

Mustang

Cold smoking dust Bourbon-Oak 3 L 

Bourbon-soaked oak dust. Fine smoking chips for cold 
smoking. Also suitable for warm smoking.

314782
12  / 432gR4;:>13SEHKLFMR
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CHIPS  ·  DUSTS  ·  PELLETS

Mustang

Smoking pellets Char Hickory c. 9 kg 

Char Hickory is a unique pellet that also contains charcoal. Generates more smoke than usual 
and heats the grill faster. Suitable for the 324182 pellet smoker Houston, but can also be used 
with traditional smokers.

324277
2  / 64gR4;:>13SFHFKKKR

Mustang

Smoking pellets Hickory c. 9 kg 

Hickory provides a strong and spicy flavor of smoke to the grilled/smoked products. Especially 
ideal for red meat and game. Suitable for the 324182 pellet smoker Houston, but can also be 
used with traditional smokers.

324283
2  / 64gR4;:>13SFHFLGLR

Mustang

Smoking pellets Mesquite c. 9 kg 

Mesquite provides a strong, spicy and bacon-like smoky aroma to the grilled/smoked products. 
Especially ideal for red meat and game. Suitable for the 324182 pellet smoker Houston, but can 
also be used with traditional smokers.

324279
2  / 64gR4;:>13SFHFKMER

Mustang

Smoking pellets Apple c. 9 kg 

Apple has a light aroma perfect for the smoking of white meat and fish. Suitable for the 324182 
pellet smoker Houston, but can also be used with traditional smokers.

324281
1  / 64gR4;:>13SFHFLEHR

Mustang

Smoking pellets Sweet Blend c. 9 kg 

Apple has a light aroma perfect for the smoking of white meat and fish. Suitable for the 324182 pellet smoker Houston, but 
can also be used with traditional smokers.

324278
2  / 64gR4;:>13SFHFKLHR

Mustang

Smoking pellets Beech c. 9 kg 

Beech has a light aroma perfect for the smoking of fish. Suitable for the 324182 pellet 
smoker Houston, but can also be used with traditional smokers.

324280
2  / 64gR4;:>13SFHFLDKR

Smoking pellets providing the aroma of the wood type to the grilled/smoked food. 
Made from 100 % new wood. No additives. 
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CHIPS  ·  DUSTS  ·  PELLETS

Mustang

Smoking chuncks Apple 8 L 

Apple has a light aroma perfect for the smoking of white meat and fish. 
Perfectly suited to Kamado grills.

324284
6  / 150gR4;:>13SFHFLHIR

Mustang

Smoking chuncks Oak 8 L 

Oak has a mild flavor perfect for increasing the smokiness of all smoking and 
grilling products. Perfectly suited to Kamado grills.

324286
6  / 150gR4;:>13SFHFLJMR

Mustang

Smoking chuncks Hickory 8 L 

Hickory provides a strong and spicy flavor of smoke to the grilled/smoked products. 
Especially ideal for red meat and game. Perfectly suited to Kamado grills.

324285
6  / 150gR4;:>13SFHFLIFR

Smoking chunk providing the aroma of the wood type to the grilled/smoked food. Made 
from 100 % new wood. No additives. 

Mustang

Smoking disc Alder 10 pcs 

Smoking discs made from alder. Disc diameter 10–12 cm. Fits  
the Mustang cold smoking device (228592).

231819
24  / 480gR4;:>12SGELEMDR
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GAS STOVES

Mustang

Gas stove 1 SST 

A gas stove. One burner (diameter 12 cm). Output 4.3 kW (313 g/h). Stainless 
steel body. Piezo ignition. Thanks to the flame supervision device, also suitable 
for indoor use. Warranty 1 year.

263991
2  / 90gR4;:>12SJGMMEFR

Mustang

Gas stove 2 SST 

A gas stove. Two burners (diameter 10/12 cm). Output 3.4 kW / 4.3 kW (560 
g/h). Stainless steel body. Piezo ignition. Thanks to the flame supervision 
device, also suitable for indoor use. Warranty 1 year.

263997
2  / 42gR4;:>12SJGMMKHR

Mustang

Gas stove  

A portable gas stove in a carrying bag. Output 2.2 kW. Gas consumption 160 
g/h. Works with a disposable butane gas cartridge A4 (108986).  
Warranty 1 year.

615967
5  / 75gR4;:>16SEIMJKJR

Mustang

Caravan and Marine grill 

A camping gas grill. Grilling area 33 x 25 cm. Output 1.8 kW. Gas consumption 
at full capacity 165 g/h. Works with a general A4 disposable cartridge. 
Continuous power adjustment. Piezo ignition. Gas cartridge A4 220 g sold with 
code 108986. For outdoor use only. Comes with a handy plastic carrying bag.

286926
3  / 81gR4;:>12SLJMFJIR

@mustanggrill_global   #grillwithmustang

grillwithmustang

Follow us on social media!
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RING BURNERS

Mustang

Gas ring burner 

This sturdy cast iron burner with legs can be used with a cast iron pan or other 
cooking plates for delicious treats outdoors. Output 8.0 kW (gas consumption 
571–581 g/h). For outdoor use only. Warranty 2 years.

182679
12  / 192gR4;:>11SLFJKMIR

Mustang

Ring burner with 3 feet 

A three-legged ring burner. Output 5.8 kW. Gas consumption 422 g/h.  
Cast iron body. Warranty 2 years.

315771
2  / 110gR4;:>13SEIKKEFR

Mustang

Gas ring burner enamelled 35 cm 

Diameter 35 cm, enameled 2-ring burner, rated output 9.0 kW, gas 
consumption 375 g/h. Gas: butane/propane. Gas pressure 30 mbar. Appliance 
category I3B/P(30). Suitable for 24–50 cm paella pans. Warranty 1 year.

233282
4  / 42gR4;:>12SGGFLFDR

Mustang

Gas ring burner enameled 50 cm 

Enameled two-ring burner. Diameter 50 cm. Rated power input 13.5 kW, gas 
consumption 580 g/h, gas butane/propane, gas pressure 30 mbar, appliance 
category I3B/P(30). Fits 42–70 cm paella pans. Warranty 1 year.

233285
4  / 29gR4;:>12SGGFLIER

Mustang

Stand Comfort for ring 
burners 

A sturdy three-legged stand diameter  
30–70 cm for 2-ring burners. Maximum 
load of 200 kg.

614041
1  / 80

gR4;:>16SEHDHEHR

Mustang

Tripod set for ring burner 

Three ring burner pipe legs, windscreen included.

316510
12  / 180gR4;:>13SEJIEDJR
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OUTDOOR GRILLS

Mustang

Outdoor grill Mussala with steel hood  

The Mussala is a stylish outdoor grill for charcoal and briquettes, and thanks to 
the steel hood, also for wood. An outdoor grill provides atmosphere to your yard 
and also serves as a grill. The outdoor grill comes with a grate and rotisserie.

241862
1  / 1gR4;:>12SHELJFGR

Grill size: 114 x 208 x 76 cm

Grilling area: 52 x 34 cm
Grilling grid: 52 x 34 cm, stainless steel

Mustang

Outdoor grill Corner Steel  

The Corner Steel is a stylish outdoor grill for charcoal and briquettes, and thanks 
to the steel hood, also for wood. An outdoor grill provides atmosphere to your 
yard and also serves as a grill. The outdoor grill comes with a grate and rotisserie. 

302453
1  / 1gR4;:>13SDFHIGGR

Grill size: 126 x 207 x 80 cm

Grilling area: 52 x 34 cm
Grilling grid: 52 x 34 cm, stainless steel

Mustang

Outdoor fireplace Fanni  

The ceramic Mustang Fanni outdoor fireplace is a modern and streamlined 
fireplace for outdoor use. A tall chimney increases ventilation. Colour: grey. 
Cover included. Warranty 1 year.

325394
1  / 2gR4;:>13SFIGMHDR

Size: 64 x 148 x 64 cm
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OUTDOOR GRILLS

Mustang

Outdoor grill Spring Slate  

Slate-covered chimney, hood and base. Brown concrete counter. Stainless 
steel ash pit. Grill grate included. The use of charcoal or briquettes is 
recommended. Colour: grey/black. 

302457
1  / 2gR4;:>13SDFHIKER

Grill size: 95 x 187 x 58 cm

Grilling area: 52 x 34 cm
Grilling grid: 52 x 34 cm, stainless steel

Mustang

Outdoor grill Tampere Slate  

The Spring Slate outdoor grill is a stylish slate grill for charcoal and 
briquettes. An outdoor grill provides atmosphere to your yard and also 
serves as a grill. The outdoor grill comes with a grate. Colour: grey/black.

302458
1  / 1gR4;:>13SDFHILLR

Grill size: 112 x 195 x 70 cm

Grilling area: 52 x 34 cm
Grilling grid: 52 x 34 cm, stainless steel

Mustang

Outdoor grill Nekala  

A visually-impressive outdoor fireplace that generates atmosphere but also works as a grill. The 
hood and chimney of this outdoor fireplace are made from stainless steel. The fireplace body is 
otherwise made from powder-coated steel and heat-resistant bricks. The fireplace is equipped 
with a grill grate 47 cm in diameter. The height and position of the grill grate can be adjusted. 
Chimney cap prevents rain from entering the fireplace. A space for storing firewood under the 
fireplace. Colour: stainless steel/black.Cover included. Warranty 1 year.

324705
1  / 2gR4;:>13SFHKDIIR

Grill size: 70 x 226 x 70 cm

Grilling area: 47 cm
Grilling grid: 1 x Ø 47 cm, 304 stainless steel
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OUTDOOR FIRES

Mustang

Fire pit Pavilion  

A beautiful fire pit creates a lovely atmosphere on your yard. The beautiful design of the lantern-like Pavilion 
is a stylish addition to your yard. Can also be used as a grill. Comes with a cast iron, removable grill grate, 
diameter 33 cm. Ash rake included. Colour: black. Warranty 1 year.

603419
1  / 4gR4;:>16SDGHEMIR

Size: 75 x 75 x 118 cm Grilling grid: 1 x Ø33 cm, cast iron

Mustang

Outdoor grill Malibu  

Enjoy the flames and the heat while cooking with your friends. The outdoor fireplace comes with a Ø 90 cm 
stainless steel grate with a Ø 30 cm opening in the middle for the versatile Multigrill accessories. Adjustable 
height 60/90 cm. Colour: black. Warranty 1 year.

613141
1  /gR4;:>16SEGEHEFR

Grill size: 116 x 97 x 90 cm Grilling grid: 1 x Ø 90 cm, 304 stainless steel

Mustang

Outdoor grill Oakdale  

Enjoy the flames and the heat while cooking with your friends. Grilling area diameter 60 cm. In the middle 
of the grate is a 30 cm opening for Multigrill accessories. Adjustable height 60/90 cm. Colour: black. 
Warranty 1 year.

601849
1  / 11gR4;:>16SDELHMFR

Grill size:  86 x 67 x 90 cm Grilling grid: 1 x Ø 60 cm, 304 stainless steel

Mustang

Outdoor fire pit Livingston 

A large and beautiful outdoor fire pit creates a lovely atmosphere on your yard. Easy to install: simply 
attach the legs and the frame and the Livingston is ready. The grill has a spark shield that keeps the flames 
inside the fire pit. Grill grate included, diameter 74 cm. Colour: black/brass. Warranty 1 year.

602176
1  / 8gR4;:>16SDFEKJLR

Size: 91 x 91 x 72 cm Grilling grid: 1 x Ø74 cm, chromed steel wire

NEW
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OUTDOOR FIRES

Grilling grid: 1 x Ø33 cm, cast iron

Grilling grid: 1 x Ø 90 cm, 304 stainless steel

Grilling grid: 1 x Ø 60 cm, 304 stainless steel

Grilling grid: 1 x Ø74 cm, chromed steel wire

Mustang

Outdoor fire pit Easton 

Large and sturdy outdoor fire pit. The ideal choice for homes and cabins, when you wish to enjoy food 
grilled on embers in a warm atmosphere. Comes with a 70 cm grill grate that features a 30 cm opening 
for the versatile Multigrill accessories. Colour: black. Warranty 1 year.

604327
1  / 12gR4;:>16SDHGFKFR

Size: 91.5 x 91.5 x 95 cm Grilling grid: 1 x Ø 70 cm, 304 stainless steel

Mustang

Outdoor fire pit Pasadena 

A modern outdoor fire pit. The perfect choice for homes and cabins, when you wish to enjoy food 
grilled on embers in a warm atmosphere. Spark shield and grill grate included, diameter 43 cm.  
Grill grate made from chromed steel wire. Colour: grey. Warranty 1 year.

613149
1  / 6gR4;:>16SEGEHMLR

Size: 60 x 60 x 38 cm Grilling grid: 1 x Ø 43 cm, chromed steel wire

Mustang

Outdoor fire pit Del Ray 

A modern outdoor fire pit with grill for grilling and enjoying the atmosphere.  
Grate diameter 56 cm. Colour: black. Warranty 1 year.

604344
1  / 16gR4;:>16SDHGHHMR

Size: 59 x 59 x 33 cm Grilling grid: 1 x Ø 56 cm, chromed steel wire

Mustang

Outdoor fire pit Lemoore 

The Mustang Lemoore outdoor fire pit is a stylish addition to your deck, patio or garden, and creates a 
lovely atmosphere for your evenings. Size 60 x 60 x 25 cm. Colour: black.

603991
1  / 24gR4;:>16SDGMMEJR

NEW
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OUTDOOR FIRES

Mustang

Fire basket Fresno  

Add some warmth to the garden with the 
atmospheric fire basket. Easy to move to shelter 
after use. For outdoor use only. Colour: black. 

612477
1  / 18gR4;:>16SEFHKKGR

Size: 43 x 43 x 45 cm

Mustang

Fire basket Redding  

Add some warmth to the garden with the 
atmospheric fire basket. Easy to move to 
shelter after use. For outdoor use only. 
Colour: black.

612476
1  / 24gR4;:>16SEFHKJJR

Size: 35 x 35 x 51 cm

Mustang

Poker  

A poker. Length 69 cm.

211321
24 - 48  / 768gR4;:>12SEEGFEHR
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FIREPLACES

Mustang

Stove Virgo 

A stylish and compact stove for the home 
and cabin alike. Heat output 7.5 kW. 
Granite top and side panels. Black steel 
body and a steel door with a large glass 
window. Efficiency over 80 %. Energy 
efficiency class A. For solid firewood 
and briquettes. Complies with the 
German BImSchV 2 and the European EN 
13240:2001 +A2:2007 standards. 150 mm 
flue connection from the top.  
Warranty 1 year.

322966
1  / 4gR4;:>13SFFMJJFR

Size: 54 x 42 x 94 cm

Mustang

Stove Granite 

A stove for cabins. 118.2 kg. Heat output 
7.2 kW. Glass hatch. Flue connection from 
behind or top. Complies with the German 
standard BImSchV 2. CE EN 13240:2001 + 
A2:2007. 150 mm flue connection.

262931
2  / 4gR4;:>12SJFMGEMR

Size: 38,6 x 54,6 x 103,5 cm

Mustang

Stove Basement 

A stylish stove for cabins. Heat output 
5.0 kW.  Black steel. Glass hatch. 
Heating capacity approx. 45–50 square 
meters. Complies with the German 
standard BImSchV 2. CE EN 13240:2001 
+ A2:2007. 120 mm flue connection in 
the back of the fireplace. Weight 50 kg.

262932
6  / 6gR4;:>12SJFMGFJR

Size: 28,6 x 28,6 x 91,4 cm

Mustang

Stove fan 4-blade 

An energy-saving fan for stoves and fireplaces. Quickly 
spreads heat around the room, making the interior air more 
pleasant. Creates its own power from the heat of the stove 
or fireplace, no need for power cords or batteries. Circulation 
power 155 CFM, 700 g. Operating temperature 75–345°C. 
Recommended operating temperature approx. 200°C.

298072
6  / 216gR4;:>12SMLDKFHR

Mustang

Fireguard 

A stylish steel spark shield for fireplaces and fire pits.

313248
8  / 240gR4;:>13SEGFHLER

Mustang

Log holder with fireplace tools 

A stylish firewood stand for the home and cabin. 
Contains an ash shovel and brush.

313253
6  / 96gR4;:>13SEGFIGIR
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LIGHTING

Mustang

Chimney starter for charcoal  

A chimney starter makes it easy to ignite the grill even 
without lighter fluid. Light the charcoal in the chimney 
starter. After 10–15 minutes, pour the red glowing 
charcoal in the grill. Galvanized 0.5-mm-thick steel, 
galvanized charcoal grate. Bakelite handle. 

218140
12  / 108gR4;:>12SELEHDHR

Mustang

Charcoal 14 L 

Hardwood charcoal.

255476
150  / 150gR4;:>12SIIHKJIR

Mustang

Charcoal 30 L 

Hardwood charcoal, 100 % birch.

255477
78  / 78gR4;:>12SIIHKKFR

Mustang

Charcoal XXL-size 50 L 

Hardwood charcoal. REACH registration number 
01-2119560590-41-0237.

288676
27  / 27gR4;:>12SLLJKJKR

Mustang

Charcoal briquettes 6 L 

More even grilling temperature with briquettes! 
Made from 100 % hardwood. Composition: carbon, 
water and food-grade binding agent. Contains at 
least 60 % carbon, 3.5 % ash, moisture content on 
packing 3.5 %. Complies with standard EN 1860-
2:2005. Controlled production.

316535
150  / 150gR4;:>13SEJIGIMR

HARDWOOD CHARCOAL,  
made from European hardwood. 

Raw material comes from well-
managed forests whose replanting 

is ensured. Diameter 20–80 mm. 
Carbon content 78 %. Ash 3.5 %. 

Moisture content on packing 3.5 %. 
Complies with standard  

EN-1860-2:2005.
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LIGHTING

Mustang

Firelighter white 32 pcs 

Aid for lighting fireplaces and fire pits. Easy and safe, burns 
powerfully for a long time.

182667
48  / 936gR4;:>11SLFJJKFR

Mustang

Lighting cubes Eco 72 pcs 

Ecological plant oil based fire lighting aid, non-toxic and 
odorless. Made from pine-based biomass.

211319
24  / 324gR4;:>12SEEGEMER

Mustang

Firelighter bag odourfree 100 pcs 

Odorless firelighter sachet. 5 g sachet. Each sachet burns 
for 7–10 minutes. Friendly to the user and the environment. 
Immediate ignition. No paraffin odors at home or on hands 
and clothes. Unlimited storage life. Can be used in all weather 
conditions.

204522
12  / 216gR4;:>12SDHIFFIR

Mustang

Firelighters white 32 pcs display 

32 pieces, á 280 g. Ignition for fireplaces. Easy, safe, long-lasting 
and powerful.

182666
279  / 1116gR4;:>11SLFJJJIR

Mustang

Lighting cubes Eco 72 pcs display 

Ecological vegetable oil based lighter, non-toxic and odorless. Produced from 
biomass: FSC certificated mixed wood and vegetable oil.

207668
81  / 324gR4;:>12SDKJJLKR

Mustang

Firelighter bag odourfree 100 pcs display 

User and environmentally friendly. Quick ignition. No smell of paraffin. 
7-10 minutes burning time per 5 g sachet. Unlimited shelf life. Can be 
used in all weather conditions.

200617
60  / 240gR4;:>12SDDJEKFR
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LIGHTING

Mustang

Fireplace matches 20 cm 45 pcs 

Long fireplace matches make it easy to light the 
fireplace, candles and fire pits. EN1783:1997:SAF

10965
24 - 96  / 3456gR4;:>10SEDMJIGR

Mustang

Firelighter bag maxi pack 250 pcs 

5 g firelighter sachets. 5 l container with a carrying 
handle. Each sachet burns for 7–10 minutes. Friendly 
to the user and the environment. Immediate ignition. 
No paraffin odors at home or on hands and clothes. 
Unlimited storage life. Can be used in all weather 
conditions.

315993
6  / 180gR4;:>13SEIMMGLR

Mustang

Bio firestarter fluid 1 L 

Burns without generating smoke, odors or flares. 
Made using 100 % renewable raw materials. Raw 
material only from Finland. The product has been 
awarded a Key Flag Symbol. Bottle and cap made 
from 100% recycled plastic.

305161
15  / 480gR4;:>13SDIEJEHR

Mustang

BBQ fluid 1 L 

The lighter fluid can be used for igniting grills, 
campfires and fireplaces. Protect from heat and 
freezing. Store in the original packaging.

182668
24  / 480gR4;:>11SLFJJLMR

Mustang

BBQ fluid 1 L display 

The lighter fluid can be used for igniting grills, 
campfires and fireplaces. Protect from heat and 
freezing. Store in the original packaging.

216269
288  / 576gR4;:>12SEJFJMHR

Mustang

Firegel 1 L 

For lighting grills and fire pits. Never pour the gel 
on a hot grill, glowing charcoals or open fire.

288574
24  / 720gR4;:>12SLLIKHJR
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LIGHTING

Mustang

Match box bundle 

Approx. 38 matches per box. Ten boxes per bundle. 
EN 1783:1997:SAF. Made in the EU.

211845
100  / 2400gR4;:>12SEELHIIR

Mustang

Lighter fuel 133 ml 

Naphtha (kerosene), heavy, hydrotreated. For 
refillable fuel lighters.

211764
24 - 96  / 4800gR4;:>12SEEKJHMR

Mustang

Lighter refill gas 250 ml 

Bottle for refilling lighters. Contains five different 
nozzles. Ingredients: Isobutane.

10995
12 - 72  / 2016gR4;:>10SEDMMIDR

Mustang

Plasma lighter 22 cm display 

The plasma lighter works in every weather and has many uses. Eco-friendly compared 
to traditional fuel-operated lighters. USB rechargeable. Rotating handle. Power cord 
included.

310509
24  / 960gR4;:>13SEDIDMJR

Mustang

Barbeque lighter 27 cm 

Refillable gas lighter. Adjustable flame and trigger safety lock.

10963
24 - 120  / 960gR4;:>10SEDMJGMR

Mustang

Barbeque lighter 21 cm 

Gas lighter 21 cm. Refillable. Adjustable flame. Safety trigger lock. Four different colors.

109632
48 - 192  / 4608gR4;:>11SDMJGFKR

Mustang

Gas lighter 2 pcs 

Gas lighter for grills, fireplaces, gas stoves, candles and ovens.  
Length 27 cm. Refillable, adjustable flame, on/off lock.

109634
24 - 72  / 864gR4;:>10SEMJGHMR
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LIGHTING

Mustang

Gas torch Jet Flame refillable display 

Compact, high-quality gas lighter, filled with lighter gas. Adjustable flame and safety lock. Delivered 
with an amount of test gas. Suitable e.g. for cold smokers, camping, survival kits and home DIY. A 
perfect aid in DIY repairs, hobbies and outdoor activities.

299243
12 - 96  / 1152gR4;:>12SMMFHGKR

Mustang

Gas lighter flexi turbo 30 cm 
assortment 

Windproof turbo lighter, refillable, adjustable flame, 
bendy arm.

260056
24 - 144  / 2160gR4;:>12SJDDIJER

Mustang

Lighter with a lid assortment  

Rubber-coated lighter with a lid. Refillable.

293794
24 - 240  / 14400gR4;:>12SMGKMHDR

Mustang

Telescopic igniter assortment 

A refillable lighter that when stretched to its full 
length works as a fireplace lighter, but easily fits into 
the pocket when closed. Electronic.  
Length 12–18 cm.

258626
50 - 500  / 10000gR4;:>12SILJFJER

Mustang

Gas lighter long  assortment 

Gas lighter. Length 28 cm. Refillable lighter, on/off 
safety lock.

258627
20 - 120  / 2400gR4;:>12SILJFKLR

Mustang

Lighter blister refillable 3 pcs 

The package contains three refillable lighters.

297680
24 - 144  / 6912gR4;:>12SMKJLDFR

Mustang

Lighter assortment 450 pcs 

A display of 450 lighters. Large lighter 240 pcs, 
Telescopic lighter 150 pcs. Lighter with lid 60 pcs. 
All lighters are refillable. Various colors.

259562
1  / 4

gR4;:>12SIMIJFER
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CLEANING

Mustang

Grill cleaning brush with water tank  

Grill cleaning brush with a water tank. The water will steam the dirt 
and grease off the grill grate and griddle.

612117
25 - 50  / 900gR4;:>16SEFEEKLR

Mustang

Grill grid cleaning fluid 750 ml 

Biodegradable cleaning fluid for grill grates and griddles. Also for the cleaning 
of other inner surfaces and grilling accessories. Also suitable for stainless steel. 
Sticks to vertical surfaces as well. Easily removes any grease and burnt food. 
The product has been awarded a Key Flag Symbol.

616839
10  / 480gR4;:>16SEJLGMIR

611876
36  / 1080gR4;:>16SEELKJIR

Mustang

Microfiber cloth 30 x 30 cm,  
3 pcs 

Microfiber cleaning cloth 30 x 30 cm. Mustang logo. 
250 gsm. Lint free.

Mustang

Grill cleaning fluid 650 ml 

The grill cleaning fluid is intended for the cleaning 
of grills, fire pits and ovens. Easily removes even 
badly burnt grease and other dirt.

209326
28  / 770gR4;:>12SDMGFJHR

Mustang

Stainless steel cleaning fluid 
650 ml

For cleaning stainless steel surfaces, easily removes 
dirt and grease stains, leaves a shiny finish. 650 ml.

232989
28  / 770gR4;:>12SGFMLMMR

NEW

NEW

NEW
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CLEANING

Mustang

Bbq cleaning brush 
Pro with brass 
wires 

A bbq cleaning brush. Stainless 
steel, brass bristles. The end of 
the brush is equipped with a 
scraper. TPR-coated handle.

303311
12  / 1812gR4;:>13SDGGEEIR

Mustang

Grid cleaning 
brush Hard 

A narrow steel brush for 
cleaning between the 
grates. Length 22.5 cm.

315585
12  / 3168gR4;:>13SEIILIIR

Mustang

BBQ cleaning 
brush triangle

A bbq cleaning brush with a 
long handle. Stainless steel 
bristles, plastic handle, leather 
loop for hanging. Also ideal for 
cleaning the burners.  
54 x 17 cm.

218440
12 - 48  / 576gR4;:>12SELHHDIR

Mustang

Grid cleaner with SS-cushions 

A grid cleaner that provides a tight grip. The 
cleaner has two steel sponges. Cleans grids and 
grates.

289405
24  / 576gR4;:>12SLMHDIFR

Mustang

Grilling plate scourers 
pad SST 

A grilling plate cleaner that provides 
a tight grip. The cleaner has a 
replaceable steel sponge.

300760
24 - 48  / 864gR4;:>13SDDKJDHR

Mustang

Cleaning set for grills 

A handy grill cleaning set with all you can 
need. Also a perfect gift idea for the passionate 
barbecuer. 6-part set for the cleaning of grills. 
Contents: grill detergent, grease remover, 
polishing product, two microfiber cloths and 
cleaning sponge.

298604
8  / 180gR4;:>12SMLJDHKR

Mustang

Wet tissue 10 pcs 

Wet tissue 25 x 25 cm, silicone surface, removes 
grease stains effectively.

250213
30  / 1800gR4;:>12SIDFEGER
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CLEANING

Mustang

BBQ Brush 
3-in-1 
multifunction 
41 cm 

The versatile brush has 
sturdy, medium-coarse 
bristles that can remove 
even the most stubborn 
dirt from grill grates. The 
brush has three different 
ends for different 
uses, e.g. the cleaning 
of grilling grates and 
burners. The long arm 
makes cleaning easier.
Length 41 cm. 

242270
24 - 48  / 576gR4;:>12SHFFKDIR

Mustang

BBQ Brush 
45 cm 

A bbql cleaning 
brush with a long 
handle. Stainless 
steel bristles, plastic 
handle, leather loop 
for hanging. Also 
ideal for cleaning the 
burners.

274378
12 - 24  / 768gR4;:>12SKHGKLKR

Mustang

BBQ Cleaning 
brush Triple 

A bbq cleaning brush 
with a long handle. 
Stainless steel bristles 
in three rows, plastic 
handle, leather loop for 
hanging. Also ideal for 
cleaning the burners. 
Length 46.5 cm.

286924
20  / 480gR4;:>12SLJMFHER

Mustang

BBQ Brush set 3-piece 

Three different bbql cleaning brushes.

286928
24  / 288gR4;:>12SLJMFLMR

Mustang

BBQ Brush set  
2 pcs 

BBQ cleaning brush set with 
two cleaning brushes. A long 
double-sided brush with 
a scraper and a short one-
sided brush with a scraper.

304215
12 - 24  / 432gR4;:>13SDHFEIIR

Mustang

Grill cleaning brush 
SST 

A long, stainless steel grill cleaning 
brush. Wide bristle section. Stainless 
steel bristles. Length 44 cm.

316436
12  / 588gR4;:>13SEJHGJMR

Mustang

Grill brush with 
handle  

A grill cleaning brush with 
a handle. The handle makes 
cleaning easier. Stainless 
steel bristles.

604043
24  / 720gR4;:>16SDHDHGER
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CLEANING

183943
24 - 144  / 3456gR4;:>11SLGMHGJR

183944
24 - 72  / 2016gR4;:>11SLGMHHGR

Mustang

BBQ Brush brass 
wires 37,5 cm 

A bbq cleaning brush with 
many uses. Brass brush, coarse 
sponge and scraper. Length 
37.5 cm, brush section approx. 
6 x 9 cm.

183949
24 - 48  / 576gR4;:>11SLGMHMLR

Mustang

BBQ Brush 

A versatile brass brush for grill cleaning. Scraper, 
sponge and brush. 9 x 12 cm. 

183945
48 - 144  / 432gR4;:>11SLGMHIDR

Mustang

Grill scouring sponge 2 pcs 

A grill cleaning sponge. For the cleaning of grills,  
grill grates and tools, can be used several times.  
2 pcs.

209342
100  / 1600gR4;:>12SDMGHFHR

Mustang

Grill brush Hard  

A coarse steel brush for cleaning cast iron grill grates and 
griddles. Black rubber coating on the handle guarantees 
an excellent grip on the brush. Length 17 cm.

210927
12 - 36  / 1296gR4;:>12SEDMFKMR

Mustang

BBQ Brush brass 
22 cm 

The brass brush is used to 
clean the grate and griddle. 
Clean between the grates 
with the scraper. Length 
22 cm.

Mustang

BBQ cleaning 
brush brass  
46 cm 

The brush section is used to 
clean the grate and griddle. 
Clean between the grates 
with the scraper. Length 
46 cm.

@mustanggrill_global   #grillwithmustang

grillwithmustang

Follow us on social media!
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Mustang

Grilling mitten 

Made from extremely durable 100% aramid fiber. The silicone pattern on the 
grilling mitten improves grip. Thermal resistance 350 °C. The silicone pattern 
on the glove improves grip. 

260938
12 - 48  / 1152gR4;:>12SJDMGLDR

Mustang

Grill gloves leather 2 pcs 

Leather grilling gloves with a cotton lining. 

603430
18  / 864gR4;:>16SDGHGDDR

Mustang

Grill apron Deluxe 

A stylish apron made from strong cotton canvas. With an adjustable neck strap. 
A pocket and the Mustang logo at the front.

610342
6 - 24  / 576gR4;:>16SEDGHFJR

Mustang

Grill apron leather imitation grey 

A stylish apron for grill masters! Dark grey, black pockets.

303809
10 - 20  / 480gR4;:>13SDGLDMKR

Mustang

Grill apron leather imitation brown 

A stylish apron for grill masters! Brown, beige pockets.

303823
10 - 20  / 480gR4;:>13SDGLFGGR

MITTENS AND APRONS

NEW
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COVERS

Mustang

Grill cover S 130 x 46 x 90 cm 

For grills with 2–3 burners. PVC-coated 300 x 400D 
polyester fabric on the inside.

602300
8  / 160gR4;:>16SDFGDDKR

Mustang

Grill cover M 152 x 54 x 95 cm 

For grills with 3–4 burners. PVC-coated 300 x 400D 
polyester fabric on the inside.

602301
8  / 136gR4;:>16SDFGDEHR

Mustang

Grill cover L 180 x 60 x 100 cm 

For grills with 4–6 burners. PVC-coated 300 x 400D 
polyester fabric on the inside

602303
8  / 128gR4;:>16SDFGDGLR

Mustang

Grill cover XL 215 x 75 x 110 cm 

 A cover for large grills with 5–6 burners. PVC-coated 600 x 300D 
polyester fabric on the inside, 330 g/m2. Suitable e.g. for the 
Mustang Sapphire 5+1+1 gas grill.

605794
8  / 128gR4;:>16SDIKMHER

Mustang

Grill cover Pearl 4  

A grill cover is an easy and inexpensive way to protect your 
grill against dirt and rain. A cover for the Mustang Pearl 4 built-
in grill. Size 79 x 65 x 27 cm.  PVC-coated 300 x 400D polyester 
fabric on the inside, UV-protected and frost-proof fabric, fire-
retardant treatment.

606482
1 - 10  / 360gR4;:>16SDJHLFJR

Mustang

Grill cover Jewel 6  

A grill cover is an easy and inexpensive way to protect your grill 
against dirt and rain. A cover for the Mustang Jewel 6 built-in grill. 
Size 104 x 65 x 27 cm.  PVC-coated 300 x 400D polyester fabric on the 
inside, UV-protected and frost-proof fabric, fire-retardant treatment.

606483
1 - 10  / 360gR4;:>16SDJHLGGR

A grill cover is an easy and inexpensive 
way to protect your grill against dirt and 
rain. UV-protected and frost-proof fabric, 
fire-retardant treatment.
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Mustang

Cover for charcoal grill 58 cm 

PVC-coated cover for a charcoal grill, 58 x 75 cm, 
black, 500 x 300D polyester fabric, 45 g/m2, UV-
protected.

250967
12  / 288gR4;:>12SIDMJKGR

Mustang

Cover for charcoal grill 64 cm 

PVC-coated cover for a charcoal grill 500 x 300D 
polyester fabric 45 g/m2. UV-protected.

250968
12  / 288gR4;:>12SIDMJLDR

Mustang

Cover Kamado M 

A PVC-coated cover for Kamado grills. 500 x 300D, 
polyester fabric 130 g/m2. UV-protected. Suitable 
for 18” Kamado grills. 

291122
1 - 12  / 288gR4;:>12SMEEFFGR

Mustang

Cover Kamado L 

A PVC-coated cover for Kamado grills. 500 x 300D, 
polyester fabric 130 g/m2. UV-protected. Suitable  
for 21” and 22” Kamado grills. 

291123
1 - 12  / 288gR4;:>12SMEEFGDR

Mustang

Cover Kamado XL/XXL 

A PVC-coated cover for Kamado grills. 500 x 300D, 
polyester fabric 130 g/m2. UV-protected. Suitable for 
23.5” and 26” Kamado grills.

606696
1 - 10  / 360gR4;:>16SDJJMJKR

Mustang

Cover for the Kamado L  
wooden table  

For large grills with 5–6 burners. PVC-coated 600 x 300D 
polyester fabric on the inside, 330 g/m2, UV-protected 
and frost-proof fabric, fire-retardant treatment.

605795
1 - 8  / 128gR4;:>16SDIKMILR

COVERS
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GRILL BASKETS

Mustang

Grill 55 cm 

For grilling fish, steaks, sausages and vegetables. Size 55 x 28 x 3 cm,  
wooden handle.

182702
20  / 400gR4;:>11SLFKDFDR

Mustang

Hinged grill nonstick 28 x 27 cm 

Nonstick grill for grilling fish, steaks, sausages and vegetables. Not suitable for 
open fire. Size 28 x 27 cm. Handle 60 cm.

210648
24  / 336gR4;:>12SEDJHLGR

Mustang

Grill nonstick with 
detachable handle 

Nonstick grill with a detachable 
handle, side fastening. Wooden 
handle with the Mustang logo. 
Not suitable for open fire.  
Size 36 x 35 x 4 cm.

274295
20  / 360gR4;:>12SKHFMIKR

Mustang

Hinged grill nonstick oval 

Bronze-colored nonstick grill. Wooden handle, not suitable for open fire.  
Size 56 x 45 cm.

250661
12  / 420gR4;:>12SIDJJEDR

Mustang

Fish grill nonstick with detachable handle 

Nonstick fish grill made from steel with a detachable handle, side fastening. 
Wooden handle with the Mustang logo. Not suitable for open fire.  
Size 41 x 24 cm.

274291
20  / 160gR4;:>12SKHFMEMR

Mustang

Grill longneck 

Chromed grill with a long handle. Wooden handle with the Mustang logo. 
Size 74 x 22.5 x 21 cm.

274298
20  / 400gR4;:>12SKHFMLLR
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GRILL BASKETS

Mustang

Grill basket 25 x 31.5 cm 

Chromed grill basket with a 37 cm handle.

304026
16  / 240gR4;:>13SDHDFJKR

Mustang

Fish gridiron 70 cm 

Fish gridiron for one fish. Grate 37 x 13 cm. Stainless steel.

304028
24  / 600gR4;:>13SDHDFLER

Mustang

Sausage grill 9 x 50 cm 

Stainless steel sausage grill. Acacia handle.

604027
12 - 36  / 684gR4;:>16SDHDFKER
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PANS AND PLATES

Mustang

Reversible cast iron griddle 46x23 cm 

Cast iron griddle for gas grills. Grooved surface ja lifting handles.

182149
12  / 168gR4;:>11SLFEHMGR

Mustang

Popcorn pan  

Popcorn pan with non-stick coating.

604030
6  / 150gR4;:>16SDHDGDER

Mustang

Cast iron frying pan 21x35 cm 

A cast iron pan with a folding wooden handle. Pouring spout on one edge.

182150
10  / 360gR4;:>11SLFEIDMR

Mustang

Reversible cast aluminum griddle 46 x 23 cm 

Double-sided cast aluminum griddle/cooking plate for replacing the grill 
grate. 2 cm edge, non-stick surface. 

182659
12  / 360gR4;:>11SLFJIMKR

Mustang

Cast iron pan with feet 45 cm 

A cast iron pan with feet for delicious grill treats and crepes! Three 20 cm steel 
feet, operating height with feet 23 cm. Concave, even bottom, depth 28 mm, 
weight 5.8 kg.

182674
4  / 84gR4;:>11SLFJKHDR

Mustang

Cast iron pan with feet 70 cm 

Diameter 70 cm. Three 20 cm steel feet, operating height with feet 23 cm. 
Concave, even bottom, depth 28 mm.

182797
4  / 25gR4;:>11SLFKMKJR
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PANS AND PLATES

Mustang

Sandwich grill Large  

A cast aluminum sandwich grill with non-stick coating. Grill section  
size 20 x 18 cm. Handle length 30 cm. Carrying bag included.

329539
20  / 300gR4;:>13SFMIGMER

Mustang

Sandwich grill  

The cast iron sandwich griddle 
guarantees instant and delicious 
warm sandwiches on the grill and 
campfire. Griddle section approx.  
13 x 12 cm. Length 45 cm. Locking 
loop at the end. A double-sided cast 
iron griddle. Storage pouch included.

250726
12  / 588gR4;:>12SIDKFJJR

Mustang

Grill pan with folding handle 

Pan 30 cm, rotating handle and lock fitting.  Comes with a black fabric 
storage pouch. Pan of 340 stainless steel, wooden handle.

263796
10  / 250gR4;:>12SJGKMJGR

Mustang

Cast iron pan with long handle  

A cast iron frying pan with a wooden handle. Diameter 23 cm,  
height 4.6 cm, handle 30 cm.

276107
12  / 144gR4;:>12SKJEDKER
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PANS AND PLATES

Mustang

Grill wok pan 30 cm round 

Nonstick steel pan, rotating hardwood handle with the Mustang logo.  
The holes in the pan allow for the hot air from the grill to cook the contents. 
At the same time, any excess liquid drains off the pan. The pan is perfect for 
grilling vegetables and fish. Diameter 30 cm. 

209319
24  / 360gR4;:>12SDMGEMJR

Mustang

Wok pan 30 cm square 

Nonstick steel pan, rotating hardwood handle. Mustang logo on the 
wooden handle. The holes in the pan allow for the hot air from the grill to 
cook the contents. At the same time, any excess liquid drains off the pan. 
The pan is perfect for grilling vegetables and fish. Diameter 30 cm.

210929
12  / 300gR4;:>12SEDMFMGR

Mustang

Cast iron pot 3 L

A sturdy cast iron pot with a 
fireplace stand and lid. Diameter 
25 cm. 5.6 kg. Fire stand and lid. 
The pot can be used on grills, 
stoves, wood-burning ovens 
and open fire, either by hanging 
above the fire or placing directly 
on the charcoals. Dry the pot 
carefully after use – cast iron 
rusts easily.

230664
2  / 84gR4;:>12SGDJJHKR

Mustang

Cast iron pan 2 pcs 

Set of two cast iron pans of sizes 37.5 x 26 cm and 32.5 x 20.5 cm.  
Suitable for cooking with a variety of grills and ovens. 

327531
4  / 128gR4;:>13SFKIGEKR
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PANS AND PLATES

Mustang

Grill pan 38 x 35 cm 

The stainless steel grilling basket with handle is perfect for cooking vegetables 
on the grill. 

324712
12  / 504gR4;:>13SFHKEFGR

Mustang

Grill pan 44 x 26 cm 

The stainless steel grilling basket with handle is perfect for cooking 
vegetables on the grill. 

324717
12  / 504gR4;:>13SFHKEKLR

Mustang

Grill pan round  

A round grilling basket with handle. Perfect for cooking vegetables on the grill.

604041
6  / 504gR4;:>16SDHDHEKR

Mustang

Grill pan oval  

A grill pan made from 430 stainless steel.

604040
12  / 648gR4;:>16SDHDHDDR

Mustang

Paella pan nonstick 46 cm 

A nonstick pan with two handles for a gas burner. Diameter 46 cm. 

240448
12  / 204gR4;:>12SHDHHLDR

Mustang

Paella pan enamelled 34 cm  

An enameled steel paella pan with two handles. Diameter 34 cm. Two handles, 
thickness 1 mm.

250244
12  / 432gR4;:>12SIDFHHIR
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GRILLING TOOLS

Mustang

Grill brush Mobbing L 

The silicone Mobbing brush allows you to apply 
marinade to your barbecued food. Marinade sticks 
to the long bristles of the brush. Easy to clean in  
a dishwasher. Length 41.5 cm.

324175
12 - 60  / 960gR4;:>13SFHEKIJR

Mustang

BBQ tongs Pro  

Tongs of stainless steel, handle cushioned with 
TPR. Serrated edges. Locking function.  
Length 43 cm.

274439
12  / 1080gR4;:>12SKHHGMIR

Mustang

BBQ spatula Pro  

BBQ spatula of stainless steel, handle cushioned 
with TPR. Length 45.5 cm, spatula width 9 cm.

274441
12  / 1188gR4;:>12SKHHHELR

Mustang

Spatula long 50 cm 

A long and flexible grill spatula. Spatula 
section 30 cm, wooden handle 20 cm.

286925
12  / 2040gR4;:>12SLJMFILR

Mustang

BBQ Spatula 46 cm 

A perfect tool for grilling and cooking, 
stainless steel with a length of 46 cm.

18269
24 - 72  / 1728gR4;:>10SELFJMHR

Mustang

Grillipihdit 34 cm 

A perfect tool for grilling and cooking,  
stainless steel with a length of 46 cm.

210660
24 - 72  / 1728gR4;:>12SEDJJDIR

Mustang

BBQ Tong nonstick 38 cm 

Steel tongs with a nonstick coating, plastic 
handles. Length 38 cm.

229379
24 - 36  / 1080gR4;:>12SFMGKMHR

Mustang

Grill tool set 47 cm 3 pcs 

Grilling tool set, black plastic handles. A fork, tongs 
and a spatula with a cutting edge and bottle opener.

242272
12 - 24  / 840gR4;:>12SHFFKFMR

Mustang

Basting brush silicone 2 pcs 

greasing baking dishes and basting meat. Thermal 
resistance of tip 260°C. Sizes: large 20.5 x 4 cm, 
small 17.5 x 3.3 cm. 

250617
24 - 144  / 2880gR4;:>12SIDJEKKR
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GRILLING TOOLS

Mustang

Basting brush Pro with 
silicone tip 

A basting brush with silicone tip.

303310
18  / 1260gR4;:>13SDGGEDLR

Mustang

BBQ spatula Pro  

BBQ spatula with a cutting edge.

303312
15  / 2385gR4;:>13SDGGEFFR

Mustang

Grill tool set Pro 3 pcs 

Grill tongs and spatula of stainless steel, TPR 
handle. This brass grill brush is suitable for cleaning 
delicate materials (like enamel).

303314
12  / 1020gR4;:>13SDGGEHJR

Mustang

Spatula Wellinton  

Stainless steel spatula. Length 46 cm.  
Hanging loop.

289425
12 - 24  / 768gR4;:>12SLMHFIDR

Mustang

Tongs Wellington  

Stainless steel tongs. Length 50 cm. Hanging loop.

289426
12 - 24  / 864gR4;:>12SLMHFJKR

Mustang

Grill tool set 2 pcs 

Spatula 38 x 7.5 cm, tongs 34.5 cm.  
Thickness 1.2 mm.

276767
12  / 648gR4;:>12SKJKJKKR
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GRILLING TOOLS

Mustang

Grill tool set Basic with 
TPR handles 3 pcs 

Fork 40 cm. Spatula 42 cm. Tongs 40 cm. Black 
handle with an orange decoration.

315839
12 - 24  / 384gR4;:>13SEILGMMR

Mustang

Grill spatula Basic with  
a TPR handle 

Length 42 cm. Black handle with an orange 
decoration.

316426
12 - 48  / 1440gR4;:>13SEJHFJDR

Mustang

Grill fork Basic with  
a TPR handle  

Length 40 cm. Black handle with an orange 
decoration.

316427
12 - 48  / 1680gR4;:>13SEJHFKKR

Mustang

Grill tongs Basic with  
a TPR handle 

Length 40 cm. Black handle with an orange 
decoration.

316428
12 - 48  / 960gR4;:>13SEJHFLHR

Mustang

Grill tool set Basic with 
wooden handles 3 pcs 

Fork 40 cm. Spatula 39 cm. Tongs 45 cm.

315838
24  / 288gR4;:>13SEILGLFR

Mustang

Grill fork Basic with  
a wooden handle 

Stainless steel grill fork with a wooden handle.

316433
12 - 48  / 864gR4;:>13SEJHGGLR

Mustang

Grill tongs Basic with  
a wooden handle  

Stainless steel grill tongs with a wooden handle.

316434
12 - 48  / 1152gR4;:>13SEJHGHIR

Mustang

Grill spatula Basic with  
a wooden handle  

Stainless steel grill spatula with a wooden handle.

316432
12 - 48  / 2016gR4;:>13SEJHGFER
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GRILLING TOOLS

Mustang

Grill tool set 3 pcs 

Spatula 44.3 x 9 x 3.7 cm, thickness 1.8 mm.  
Brush 43.9 x 9.4 x 6.3 cm, thickness 1.8 mm.  
Tongs 40.2 x 4.4 x 3.5 cm, thickness 1.2 mm.

316006
6  / 168gR4;:>13SEJDDJHR

Mustang

Grill spatula SST 

Stainless steel grill spatula.

316435
12  / 420gR4;:>13SEJHGIFR

Mustang

Grill tongs SST 

Stainless steel grill tongs.

316437
12 - 48  / 720gR4;:>13SEJHGKJR

Mustang

Grill tool set SST 2 pcs 

Two-piece stainless steel grilling set. Contains 
tongs and a grill spatula.

604045
6  / 432gR4;:>16SDHDHIIR

Mustang

Bamboo skewers 50 pcs 

Bamboo skewers with widened handles.  
Length 18 cm. 50 pcs. 

300544
24 - 144  / 2592gR4;:>13SDDIHHDR

Mustang

Grill tool set SST 3 pcs 

Three-piece stainless steel grilling tool set. Spatula 
41.5 x 8.5 cm. Fork 42 x 4 cm. Tongs 41.5 x 3 cm.

291488
10  / 350gR4;:>12SMEHLLDR

@mustanggrill_global   #grillwithmustang

grillwithmustang

Follow us on social media!
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GRILLING TOOLS

Mustang

Skewers  
46 cm 4 pcs 

Long stainless steel 
grilling skewers. You 
can push cooked food 
off the skewers with the 
handy ring. Four pcs/
package. Length 46 cm.

324720
5  / 600gR4;:>13SFHKFDLR

Mustang

Skewer 60 cm 

The skewer handle remains 
outside the grill and will not 
become hot. Ideal for cooking 
large pieces of meat on the 
grill. Skewer length 60 cm, 
length of spikes 35 cm.

605752
12 - 24  / 1152gR4;:>16SDIKIFER

Mustang

Skewers with 
slider 30 cm  
4 pcs 

30 cm skewers. Includes 
four skewers. The flat 
shape prevents the food 
from spinning on the 
skewers. The slider makes 
it easy to push food off  
the skewers. Stainless 
steel.

604039
24 - 48  / 960gR4;:>16SDHDGMHR

Mustang

Skewer rack + skewers 6 pcs 

Skewer rack with six skewers. The flat shape 
prevents the food from spinning on the skewers. 
The skewers can also be used separately.

604037
6 - 24  / 216gR4;:>16SDHDGKDR

Mustang

Grill skewers 
30 cm 6 pcs 

30 cm skewers. 
Includes six skewers. 
The flat shape 
prevents the food 
from spinning on  
the skewers.  
Stainless steel.

604032
24  / 4320gR4;:>16SDHDGFIR

Mustang

Skewers 30 cm 
4 pcs 

30-cm-long stainless 
steel grilling skewers with 
two spikes. Includes four 
skewers. The grilled food 
is kept in place by the two 
spikes.

604038
24  / 2376gR4;:>16SDHDGLKR

Mustang

Sausage stick 
telescopic 

Non-rotating telescopic stick. 
Comfortable rubberwood handle, 
leather strap treated with nut oil. 
Chromed copper shaft, stainless 
steel fork. Length when opened  
77 cm, when packed 18.5 cm.

250687
20 - 100  / 4400gR4;:>12SIDJLKDR

Mustang

Sausage stick 
telescopic 4 pcs 

Non-rotating telescopic stick. 
Comfortable rubberwood 
handle, leather strap treated 
with nut oil. Chromed copper 
shaft, stainless steel fork. 
Length when opened 77 cm, 
when packed 18.5 cm. Perfect 
for grilling sausages or even 
marshmallows on outings.

300755
12  / 792gR4;:>13SDDKIIDR

Mustang

Sausage stick 
4 pcs 

A piece of basic grilling 
equipment! Length 
63 cm.

182719
30  / 690gR4;:>11SLFKEMLR
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OTHER ACCESSORIES AND PARTS

Mustang

LPG hose set  

LPG hose 1.2 m/10 mm. Two hose clamps. Frost 
resistance -30 °C. EN16436 compliant plastic 
compound hose.

211323
24 - 48  / 384gR4;:>12SEEGFGLR

Mustang

Click-on low pressure  
regulator set 

Regulator, 30 mbar. Contains an EFV safety valve which 
regulates the gas flow, should the gas hose break or 
come loose. Flow-through 1.5 kg/h. Hose 1 m/10 mm, 
-30 °C. Two hose clamps. Regulator complying with 
standard EN16129. Plastic compound hose complying 
with standard EN16436.

329141
20  / 540gR4;:>13SFMEHEJR

Mustang

Click-on low pressure  
regulator set 

Regulator, 30 mbar. Contains an EFV safety valve 
which regulates the gas flow, should the gas hose 
break or come loose. Flow-through 1.5 kg/h. Hose 
1 m/10 mm, -30 °C. Two hose clamps. Regulator 
complying with standard EN16129. Plastic compound 
hose complying with standard EN16436.

329142
20  / 480gR4;:>13SFMEHFGR

Mustang

Side valve low-pressure 
regulator set 

Regulator for a side valve canister. Regulator 30 mbar. 
Gas hose 1 m/10 mm. Frost resistance -30 °C. Two 
hose clamps. Regulator EN16129, EN16436 compliant 
plastic compound hose.

108987
25  / 675gR4;:>11SDLMLKMR

Mustang

POL low pressure regulator set 

For the POL side valve canister sold in Sweden. 
Regulator 30 mbar. Gas hose 1 m/8 mm. Frost 
resistance -30 °C. Two hose clamps. Regulator  
EN16129, plastic compound hose EN16436.

251409
25  / 675gR4;:>12SIEHDMKR

Mustang

Grilling Oil Spray 
250 ml

For easy greasing and removal 
when baking or frying and in 
grills, griddles, cake tins, cooking 
trays, etc. Spray directly on the 
meat before grilling to stop the 
meat from sticking to the griddle. 
Rapeseed oil and emulsifier 
(rapeseed oil based lecithin). 
Ozone-friendly propane and 
butane used as propellant. Store 
in a dry and cool place (not in the 
refrigerator). Made in Finland.

233413
24  / 1440gR4;:>12SGGHEGLR

Mustang

Digital thermometer 

Push the thermometer in the 
grilled item for a fast reading in 
approx. 15 seconds. Operating 
temperature -40°C – +250°C. 
Rotating display. Battery included.

324171
12  / 2028gR4;:>13SFHEKELR

Mustang

Digital thermometer  

A digital Bluetooth cooking thermometer. Contains two temperature sensors. Magnetic fastening to the 
grill body. Temperature range -30°C – +250°C. Range 10 m. Battery life 100 h (1 x CR2032, included in the 
product). LCD screen with backlight. iOS 7.0 or newer, Android 4.3 or newer. The app is only available in 
English. Only suitable for meat. Warranty 1 year.

324297
10 - 40  / 500gR4;:>13SFHFMKIR
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OTHER ACCESSORIES AND PARTS

Mustang

Butcher paper  
73 cm x 30 m 

Kraft paper made from 
material approved for food 
contact for BBQ grilling. 
Used for wrapping meat 
towards the end of grilling. 
Unlike aluminum foil, the 
paper is permeated by 
smoke. Keeps grilled food 
succulent. Density 80 g/m2.

607766
6  / 216gR4;:>16SDKKJJJR

Mustang

Silicone mat 27.5 x 35.3 cm 

Protects the side counter and other surfaces from heat, scratches and 
stubborn stains. Can also be used as a trivet. Thermal resistance 230 °C.  
Easy to clean under running water or in the dishwasher.

300548
24  / 336gR4;:>13SDDIHLLR

Mustang

Grill carpet 100 x 120 cm black 

A 100 % polypropene carpet for outdoor use, anti-slip. UV light resistance  
3,000 hours, EFL fire class suitable for private use.

303779
40  / 80gR4;:>13SDGKKMGR

Mustang

Grill carpet 100x120 cm black display 

100 % Polypropylene with nops backing, 450 g/m2. Indoor/outdoor use,  
UV resistance 3000 h. EFL-fire resistance.

606473
15  / 90gR4;:>16SDJHKGHR

NEW
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OTHER ACCESSORIES AND PARTS

Mustang

Meat injector  

A very high-quality injection spray for adding liquid 
to the food to be barbecued. Injector body of 201 
stainless steel and needles of 304 stainless steel.  
Two needles per package.

324172
12 - 48  / 720gR4;:>13SFHEKFIR

Mustang

Bear claws 2 pcs 

With bear claws, you can quickly tear well-cooked 
meat into strips. Perfect for making pulled pork. 
An indispensable accessory for Kamado grilling. 
Packages contains 2 pcs.

324178
20 - 100  / 1800gR4;:>13SFHEKLKR

Mustang

Grill press  

A grill press made with stainless steel helps prevent  
the barbecued ingredients from curling up during cooking. 
Perfect for cooking smash burgers, for example.  
An excellent aid also in baking bread and grilled cheese.

324177
16  / 576gR4;:>13SFHEKKDR

Mustang

Barbeque net teflon 40 cm  
2 pcs 

The fine Teflon-coated glass fiber mesh is handy for 
grilling, not even the smallest pieces can drop through 
the mesh. Cooks and sears the food quickly. Do not 
place directly on open fire, recommended temperature 
range: 170–220 °C Wash by hand with mild detergent. 
Diameter 40 cm. Net thickness 4 x 4 mm.

230230
12 - 60  / 2160gR4;:>12SGDFGDHR

Mustang

Barbeque net teflon 48x40 cm 
2 pcs 

A fine glass fiber mesh for grilling, nonstick surface. 
Do not place directly on open fire. Recommended 
operating temperature range: 170–220 °C. Easy to 
clean, wash by hand with mild detergent.  
Size 40 x 48 cm. Net thickness 4 x 4 mm.

230231
12 - 60  / 1620gR4;:>12SGDFGEER

Mustang

Barbeque basket teflon 31x21 cm 

A fine glass fiber mesh basket for grilling, nonstick 
surface. Do not place directly on open fire. 
Recommended operating temperature range:  
170–220 °C. Easy to clean, wash by hand with mild 
detergent. Size 31 x 21 cm. Net thickness 4 x 4 mm.

230232
12 - 60  / 1440gR4;:>12SGDFGFLR

Mustang

Grill mesh pocket nonstick 

The fine Teflon-coated mesh bag is handy for grilling. 
Not even the smallest pieces can drop through the 
mesh. Cooks and sears the food quickly. Do not place 
directly on open fire.

312852
25  / 1475gR4;:>13SEFLIFER

Mustang

Hamburger press 

A hamburger mold/press, three parts, for making 
stuffed hamburgers, also regular and mini hamburgers. 
Dishwasher safe, nonstick coated, removable molds, 
easy to clean.

253818
24 - 60  / 960gR4;:>12SIGLELIR

NEW
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OTHER ACCESSORIES AND PARTS

Mustang

Cup holder with magnet 

Can/mug holder with magnetic fastening.

312853
12 - 24  / 480gR4;:>13SEFLIGLR

Mustang

Paper towel holder with magnet 

Paper towel holder, magnetic fastening.

312854
12 - 18  / 360gR4;:>13SEFLIHIR

Mustang

Steak knives with wooden 
handles 4 pcs 

Wooden handle, laser print on the blade.

315834
18 - 36  / 432gR4;:>13SEILGHHR

Mustang

Cutting board  

A visually-impressive acacia cutting board. A groove 
prevents liquid from running onto the worktop. Each 
cutting board is unique, because the boards are cut from 
a tree trunk. Diameter approx. 35–40 cm, thickness 4 cm. 
Mustang logo.

605029
4  / 112gR4;:>16SDIDFMHR

Mustang

Ribs rack 38 x 25,5 x 13 cm 

A sturdy rack for grilling ribs and large pieces of 
meat.

604028
6  / 252gR4;:>16SDHDFLLR

Mustang

Grill holder  

A holder for tacos, hot dogs, etc. Can also be used 
in grilling. Made from stainless steel.

604029
12  / 720gR4;:>16SDHDFMIR

Mustang

Chicken roaster  

Roaster for cooking chicken. Add liquid to the 
bowl, place the chicken on the roaster and the 
roaster on the grill. The liquid in the bowl steams 
up and cooks the chicken from the inside. This 
keeps the meat beautifully tender. You can cook 
vegetables on the roaster at the same time. Use 
the indirect grilling technique.

324710
6  / 120gR4;:>13SFHKEDMR

Mustang

Grill dome 22,5 cm 

A grill dome for stewing and steaming food on 
the grill.

604031
6  / 462gR4;:>16SDHDGELR
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OTHER ACCESSORIES AND PARTS

Mustang

Barbeque foil tray mini 8 pcs 

Foil tray for grilling. 

288807
48  / 1152gR4;:>12SLLLDKIR

Mustang

Barbeque foil tray 4 pcs 

A grill tray ensures even cooking and keeps the 
grill clean. Size 34 x 23 x 3 cm.

182692
400  / 1200gR4;:>11SLFJMFHR

Mustang

Barbeque foil tray 4 pcs 

A grill tray ensures even cooking and keeps  
the grill clean. Size 34 x 23 x 3 cm.

182700
40  / 960gR4;:>11SLFKDDJR

Mustang

Barbeque foil tray round 4 pcs 

A grill tray ensures even cooking and keeps the grill 
clean. Diameter 32 cm. 4 pcs/packet.

182723
96  / 672gR4;:>11SLFKFGIR

Mustang

Foil pan 31 x 21 cm 12 pcs 

Foil pan for grilling. Dish depth 4.6 cm.

615269
128  / 256gR4;:>16SEIFJMER

Mustang

Foil pan 31 x 21 cm 3 pcs 

A grill dish ensures even cooking and keeps  
the grill clean. Size 31.5 x 21.5 x 6.4 cm,  
thickness 0.085 mm.

288816
48  / 1248gR4;:>12SLLLEJKR

Mustang

Barbeque foil tray 12 pcs 

A grill tray helps keep the grill cleaner than usual as 
grease dripping from the food stays on the tray. Food 
is cooked evenly and stays succulent. The tray also 
protects the food from excess heat.  
Size 34 x 23.5 x 2.5 cm.

288813
48  / 336gR4;:>12SLLLEGJR
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GRILL ACCESSORIES

Mustang

Cast iron grilling plate 28.5 x 41.5 cm 

Enameled cast iron. Suitable for the 286942 Knoxville and 292358  
Delta grills. 

293990
1 - 5  / 120gR4;:>12SMGMMDJR

Mustang

Cast iron grid 28.5 x 41.5 cm 

Enameled cast iron. Suitable for the 286942 Knoxville and 292358  
Delta grills. 

293991
1 - 5  / 100gR4;:>12SMGMMEGR

Mustang

Cast iron grilling plate 31.5 x 41.5 cm 

Enameled cast iron. Suitable for the 286943 Nashville grill. 

293993
1 - 5  / 120gR4;:>12SMGMMGKR

Mustang

Cast iron grid 31.5 x 41.5 cm 

Enameled cast iron. Suitable for the 286943 Nashville grill.

293994
1 - 5  / 175gR4;:>12SMGMMHHR

Mustang

Cast iron grid 31.2 x 43.4 cm 

Enameled cast iron. Cast iron grid for the Greyhound 3 and Gourmet 3 grills.

317000
1 - 4  / 100gR4;:>13SEKDDDER

Mustang

Cast iron grid 36.9 x 43.4 cm 

Enameled cast iron. Cast iron grid for the 4-burner Greyhound and  
Gourmet grills.

317001
1 - 4  / 200gR4;:>13SEKDDELR
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GRILL ACCESSORIES

Mustang

Grilling grid with feet 30 x 48 x 10 cm 

Stainless steel grill grid with feet.

604026
12  / 480gR4;:>16SDHDFJHR

Mustang

Grill grate SST 40 x 60 cm 

A durable stainless steel grate for self-made yard grills or campfires to make 
grilling easier. Stainless steel serves you year after year. 

211699
12  / 468gR4;:>12SEEJMMHR

Mustang

Grill grate SST 50 x 70 cm 

A durable stainless steel grate for self-made yard grills or campfires to make 
grilling easier. Stainless steel serves you year after year.

242725
12  / 360gR4;:>12SHFKFIDR

Mustang

Cast iron grilling plate 31.2 x 43.4 cm 

Enameled cast iron. Cast iron grilling plate for the 3-burner Greyhound and 
Gourmet grills.

317002
1 - 4  / 100gR4;:>13SEKDDFIR

Mustang

Cast iron grilling plate 36.9 x 43.4 cm 

Enameled cast iron. Cast iron grilling plate for the Greyhound 4 and  
Gourmet 4 grills.

317003
1 - 4  / 100gR4;:>13SEKDDGFR

Mustang

Grilling plate 23 x 42 cm 

Enameled cast iron. Suitable for Mustang gas grills: Alabama, Capricorn, 
Colorado, Denver, West. 

294934
1 - 5  / 95gR4;:>12SMHMGHMR
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GRILL ACCESSORIES

Mustang

Grill grid 60 x 40 cm 

Grill grid with two handles for brickwork grills and fire pits. Grid 60 x 40 cm,  
55 cm with handle. Thickness 5 mm.

274452
10  / 150gR4;:>12SKHHIFHR

Mustang

Grill grid 67 x 40 cm 

Grill grid with two handles for brickwork grills and fire pits. Grid 67 x 40 cm,  
55 cm with handle. Thickness 5 mm.

274451
10  / 150gR4;:>12SKHHIEKR

Mustang

Grill light 10 LED 

A grill light. Ten LED lights. The LED light is attached to the handle of  
the grill hood. It can be turned in two directions.

301729
20  / 420gR4;:>13SDEKFMDR

Mustang

Rotisserie 

Grill meats and other delicacies easily on a gas grill using the Mustang 
rotisserie shaft that guarantees even cooking and a delicious end result. 
Warranty 1year.

312849
8  / 192gR4;:>13SEFLHMER

Mustang

SST grid for the Oakdale outdoor grill 

Stainless steel grill grid. Diameter 60 cm.

324291
1  / 30gR4;:>13SFHFMEGR

Mustang

Universal flame tamer enamelled 

Black, enameled 1 mm sheet metal. Telescopic, fits most grill models.  
Length 32–60 cm, width 22 cm.

289796
6 - 12  / 288gR4;:>12SLMKMJER
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GRILL ACCESSORIES

Mustang

High temperature 
thermometer SST 

A general thermometer for a grill or smoker.  
Range 38–430°C. Socket diameter 22.2 mm.

249971
24  / 528gR4;:>12SHMMKEHR

Mustang

Electronic ignitor for gas grill 

A battery-operated electronic igniter. Contains an 
igniter unit, cables and two adjustable electrodes.

260917
20  / 1000gR4;:>12SJDMEKIR

Mustang

Universal piezo ignitor kit 

A general piezo igniter. Contains an igniter unit, 
cables and two ignition electrodes. 

260921
20  / 480gR4;:>12SJDMFEFR

Mustang

Universal flame tamer 

This general burner guard fits all gas grills with 
steel pipe burners. Material: Enameled steel  
(0.6 mm). Adjustable length 30–50 cm.  
Width approx. 9.5 cm.

290445
12  / 1632gR4;:>12SMDHHIHR

Mustang

Universal tube burner 

Adjustable stainless steel pipe burner, general 
fastenings, fits most gas grills with pipe-type burners, 
adjustable air vent. Burner adjustment range  
35.5–49.5 cm.

292439
12 - 24  / 1008gR4;:>12SMFHGMER

Mustang

SST burner 32 x 8 cm 

Dimensions 32 x 8 cm. Material: Stainless steel. 
Compatible with the 286942 Mustang Knoxville 
3+1, 316382 Mustang Knoxville 3+1 stainless steel 
and 286943 Mustang Nashville 4+1 grills.

293992
1 - 50  / 300gR4;:>12SMGMMFDR

Mustang

Heating element for electric 
smoker 1100 W 

Electric smoker resistor. Output 1,100 W, connection 
voltage 230 V/50 Hz. Power cord length 1.6 m. Fits the 
Mustang pipe smoker. Compatibility with smokers from 
other manufacturers cannot be not guaranteed.

604499
10  / 350gR4;:>16SDHHMMJR

Mustang

Heating element for electric 
smoker 650 W 

Electric smoker resistor. Output 650 W, connection 
voltage 230 V/50 Hz. Suitable for the Mustang 
Electronic smoker. Compatibility with smokers from 
other manufacturers cannot be not guaranteed.

604503
12  / 240gR4;:>16SDHIDGDR

Mustang

Lava rocks 3 kg 

Lava rocks store and release heat evenly in a 
gas grill. The effective heat production of the 
lava rocks ensures that grilled treats are cooked 
evenly. Can also be used to decorate fire-pit 
tables and flame pots.

315977
12  / 120gR4;:>13SEIMKKLR
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Grilling belongs to everyone.
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